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Mosquero Day Lodge Instituted

South Western Hotel Fire

o

Hon. Rafael Romero, of Mora,
Dies in the Flames

An early morning alarm roused
many people of Roy to witnes?
Vthe fire which destroyed the
Southwestern Hotel and caused
'
the death of Hon. Rafael Romero
of Mora who was visiting our
town and a guest at the hotel.
The fire started in a manner
;.as yet undetermined in the rear
of the building and the alarm
wa3 given by a little boy, the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Stricklin who
was awakened by the smoke
Fire and smoke filled the stair-way and hall up stairs where all
' the guests were sleeping and
they were forced to jump from
i the upstairs windows. All escaped in their night clothes some
securing some of their clothing
;artd some barely getting out
.alive. Mrs."Renfro, the Proprietress was wakened by the cries
of the boy and aroused Miss
Mary Hern, who was Bleeping
i in a downstairs room. Fred
threw his mattress from
the window and his clothes and
ithen jumped to the mattress
'
.escaping injury.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lewis,alsc
escaped without injury and Ed.
Holterman after helping the
Stricklin bov to escape through
jjiis window also jumped without
,

Fluh-man-

;

n,

Bendición del Presbiterio

.

o

I

Acackl. Lodge A. F. and A. M.
The Red Cross day at Mosqüe- ro Wednesdaydrew a good crowd ' under uispensanon, was insume
ed in? Roy Saturday evening, a
and PntPrtainwl -it- all dav. The
-- speeches wero specially good. party of Masons from Tucumcari
We are assured that Antonio coming to perform the ceremoLucero gave the best speech of nies attendant thereto.
The lodge was instituted in its
his life on this occassion, and
oy me
nan, approved
own
Mr. Veeder was a close second.
Lodge
and
out
with
starts
Grand
The Sale, presided over by
prospects.
brightest
Fred
of
the
"Casey White", assisted by CoL
Wijl Paxton, disposed of many S Brown was installed Master,
donated articles and resulted in Thomas E. Mitchell, S. W. Milor
the addition of a very tidy sum to D. Gibbs, J. W. J. E. Wildman
the finances of the Branch of the S. D. Elmer V. Neal, J. D.
Red Cross, although, owing o Irvin Ogden S. S. Lehmer Dunn,
j

I

- -

Roy, N. M. 15 de Agosto,

was 68 years of age, a graduate
of Notre Dame and Princeton
College, was once Speaker of
the House in the Tentorial
Legislature,
Asst. Secretary of
Lucero and
Antonio
State unber
Interpreofficial
at his death was
ter m the New Mexico Federal
He was chairman of the
Court.
Democratic. Central Committee
of Mora County and was here on
a .political mission when he met
his death.

PROGRAMA de la FIESTA

En la Manana;--

a

las

He was a political leader of re
cognized ability and fought the
fight against gang-rul- e
in his
county and state since we have
known him, fearlessly and effect
lveiy. it will every De a source
of regret to us that he met his
deplorable
end in Róy when
here in the discharge of duty .
It is authentically reported that
he complained of being very ill
the evening before and cancelled
his arrangement to meet a number of party associates on tha t
account. Many friends did not
even know he was in town untill
after the fire.
Following the recant fire an in
vestigation has been made by

a las

Medio

dia:- -

En la

Tarde-- a

8,

Misa rezada

y

Comunión general
En- -

Misa Cantada con sermon en
gles y Español

á laslO,

12

COMIDA para beneficio del

las 3.30 reunion en la Iglesia en donde se
organizara la procesión.

Canto en Español

a las

CENA para beneficio del Pres- -

6.

biterio
En la

las

noche-- a

8

Bendición de la bandera dej Servicio con discursos patrióticos en
Ingles y Spanpl

evening
Many Mills people were present
and as many from Roy and it
was especially noted as a social

El dia 15 de Agosto sera grande"en ja historia religiosa
de Roy Que nadie falte a la f esta--

Distsict Attorney Chester Hunk

Normal Institute

er, who came from Las Vegas
for the purpose, A warrant was
issued for the arrest of Mrs. Alice
Renfro.
We are not advised
what the investigation developed
Dut Mrs. Kenr.ro
waived preliminary examination tad gave
bond iin the amount of 1000.00
to appear before the Gcandjury.

County Superintendent Milnor
Rudulph, of Mora, arrived Monday and set the County Normal
in action here in Roy. The atten
dence proves the wisdom a3
well as justice of the move and a
number of teachers will be made
available to help out the shorage
Mr. Rudulph
in the State.
brought' his wife" along: and ' she
is visiting relatives here. He
went back to Mora to meet with
the State Tax Commission and
see that we get the funds for
Carrying on School work. ...

event

Wanted

Nuj-se- s

The .povernment

issues an

urgent, call, for volunteers to
enroll for the Student- - Nurse
Reserve. It needs 25,000 wnen

of sound health between the ages
of 19 and 35. ,
All women within these ages
who are intelligent, responsible
and of fair education, are, asked
to eroIU'and agree , to'-"- stand
ready to accept any assignment
offered them untill April 1st.
They will be sent to one of
the L579 Nurse Training Schools
in the U. S. and given their
preference of schools if possible.
They are to be trained to take
Following is a list of teachers

"

:

-

19-1- 9,

.

the places of Red Cross Nurses
sent to the Front jvith the army
and may take special army training and be employed in the war
if they wish and are accepted.
This training equips her, not
only to serve her conntry in war
but qualifies her to earn a good
salary in the noblest of professions "afterward.
Recruiting
Stations will be established soon
but untill they are you can address your application to

enrolled

-

extreme drought in that section
peopele were not able to buy as
they would otherwise have done.
The stopping of all credit at the
stores, makes any prudent person stop and think befor giving
np a dollar for anything but the
'
necessities of life.
The Red Cross Ladies had
transformed the large and airy
school rooms into commodious
and pleasant dining and refreshment rooms and dispensed splend
id dinner and dainties to the
crowd during the day and in the

v
a las 4.30 Bendición del Presbiterio con
Padrinos y , Madrinas. Sermon y

.hiselothes.
Mrs. Stricklin suffered a iract-- ured thigh from the fall arn was
seriously burned about lihe face
and arms' her husband also re
ceived servere burns and other
injuries. They had arriwd ithat
day from Texas and Mr. Stricklin
f the
was to jtake charge
Roberts and Oliver Lumber lyard --JProf.
J: .E. Russell i fidgeting
next day.
around and lamenting the conThe body of Mr. Romero was ditions
which have kept him idle
found with the bed on which he
for a week or so. He sold his
had sleept. the arms and legs
allotment of insurance a month
, and head were burned away and
ahead and was held up by the
only a charred cinder remained
.head office.' He is ''Rearing to
of the body. It was identified by
go".and waiting impatiently for
his keys and other things known
.arrangements that will let him
to belong1 to. him, found with the
head into the business with
remains and by its being where
wiich he is infatuated- - writing
it had apparently failen with the .life insurance.
bed from the room he occupied.
Many
residents were not
awakened ,and knew noting of
Notice to Contractors
:

27

The dance at night drew an
immense crowd and resulted in
a large financial gains. The
amount of the days earnings
could not be figured up in time
to report it but it made the day
well worth while.We congratulate Mosquero on
the snccess of her big day in
spite of all the obstacles she had
to overcome.
-

Henry Farr and his crew head
ed wheat for a week near Roy.
Some of it was pretty good in
spite of the drought and they are
savin every grain possible for
seed this fall.
.

Rain!
Rain in many

places where

J.S.

Following the institution and
installation a lunch waa served
by thé members of the new
lodge, and a social session was
enjoyed.
The personnel of the company
from Tucumcari was-- A. D.
Eugene
Disk Dep.
Gordon, Dr O. E. Brown, J. B.
Julian and Mr. Bonham.
Besides these and the members
of the Roy Lodge "12 Craftsmen"
from Springer were present,
having driven down in autos for
the occasion and to show their
appreciation of the efforts of the
Roy Masons. They were a jolly
Billy
Murdoch,
bunch, Doc.
Weigand John Lauterbach and
Ralph Cottingham was with them
It is planned and expected that
we will have all of them and
many more of the brethren of
of these lodges with the new
organization before it is fully
chartered and there will be plenty
of work to keep the lodge busy
for months, with special meetings
between the regular dates.
Gold-enbur-

g,

Prof. Wyatt, of Pleasant view
a son of Mrs. J. G. Smith went to
El Paso last week and enlisted
in ,the Navy. He passed the
examination successfully and returned home Sunday to await his
"
call to service.
Mrs. Clarence Leffler' went to
Oklahoma Saturday, Clarence
Wl11
as s00n as tne cal1 ("omes
for Glass workers at his old job.
It; is to not to tnink of work
in8 in a &'ass factory as yet. He
is an exbert in the manufacture
of Plate glass.

there has been none before this
season .has helped the pastures
Mrs. L.N. DeWeese, Mosquero
and crop prospects in places but
Miss Claudina Lemon,
Mills
there are still many farmers on
Mr. F,N. Baea,
the mesa who are dry. Roy had
Miss Ruby Cunningham,
a little rain last week but not
Mr. Horace Caldwell,
Taylor
,the fire nr.till .it was all over,
enought to do any good. As
those who were present could
Sealed proposals will be receiv Mrs. Grace Caldwell, .
much as two inchés of rain is
Mrs. Jess Deven port, of SpringMiami
int believe he was inside untill ed by the County Board of Educa Mr. E, M. Riddick,
reported in places and hail from
er
writes us to send Alfred's
they found ;the body,
tion of the County of Mora New, Mrs. Anna Reddick.
a little to three inches in depth
paper
to him at Convalecent
A Coroner's Jury was inpanel-e- d Mexico, in the .office of Milnor Miss Daphna Reddick,
on the level. The J.M. Woodno
Kearney Calif. He
ICamp
Roy
by Judge F. H. Foater and Rudulph, president of the said Miss Lillian Crasé,
ward farm seems to have had
is
out
of the hospital at last put
investigation .made very thorough Board,Mora,' New Mexico, up to Miss Alice Nowlin.
the heaviest hail and his crops will
never have a good arm again
Jy resulting
in .the following 12 o'clock noon, the 15th, day of Miss Leda Schnell,
Womens Committee Council of seemed ruined by it others 'suf and cannot g back to his Com
Miss
Ida
Baker,
1918,
August,
for the construcverdict- fered
little damage.
J. M. pany
National Defense,
nor to France.
tion of a pubh'e school house, Miss 'Jessie Fender,
rubber-oiof
had
Liberty
Elder
the
Washington D. C.
We the undersigned, the justice
Mrs.
B.
R.
Reeder
according to plans and specificaroof of his barn refined and
of Peace and Jury. who. sat upon
tions prepared by E. W. Hart, Mrs. Maude Elder'
Iryin Ogden Jr. and wife left
windows broken, in his
the
Inquest held this 19th, day of arohitect. said building to be Mrs. Irvin Ogden,
g
Friday.
Mrs. O. accompanied her
many
The
house
and
others report
for the
July, 191?. on the body of Rafael built at Mills, within said County Miss Viva Gibson, WagonMound
Mrs. Rev. Howell, on a
damages.
Rectory
mother,
promises to be
In some localities it
Catholic
Romero, found in
Precinct 22 of Mora.
a great affair. The , paogram will be possible to raise soma visit to Missouri and Jr. went to
of the .county of Mora, find that
VL Fremont Osborne, Conductor offered is only a part of the atfodddr crops yet where their Chelsea, Okla. to the oil Fields
A certified check made payable
the deceased came to his death
chances
day.
Wagon
Sup't
tractions
were all gone for beans where he would look for work.
of
"Father's
of
"The
Mound
Schools.
by re&on of burning in the South to the said County Board of
'
Service-Fla- g
They rented their farm to Mr.
Catholic
grain.
or
to
is
be
of 3 percent of
western Hotel on the morning of Education,
Miss Blanch Mae Osborne,
In- dedicated at that time ánd Hon
Livingston
and left their stock
the 19th day of ' July 1918 and the proposal submitted, must ac structor.
' A ride out to the hail belt of with Rev
who remains
Howell
Vegas
E
Veeder
Las
of
Elmer
has
from the evidence given and the company each bid as a guarantee Principal of Wagon
High
M of ax,, where
taught
week
Mound
us
the
last
that
promised
was
with
it
farm
to
be
present
and
at
make
effects fomod on the body. We (that the contractor will enter Sehool.
the dedicatory address. The big but a narrow streak. There is he has a good crop prospoct.
idntify this body as that of into a contract and furnish a
í.
I.
much water in the sink at the
amner
must noi De overiooKea
good surety bond, tobe approved
Rafael Romero.
west end of Kansas lake but
A
positive
handicap to all the
by said board, in a sum of 50 per
acting
in the bottom on the lake
none
F, H. "Foster J. P.
cent of the amount of said propo- applicants is the enforced holdproper.
Antonio
Lucero,
Hon.
Hail beat down even the
Secretary
Coroner,
sal for J,he construction of said ing of the Examination this week
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Belknap,
E,
Hon.
E.
and
Foreman,
bigrussian
thistle3 in some plac
Veeder,
of
Floershiem,
State
J.
building. The said Board hereby with but three days preparatinn.
of
prominent
attorney
Vegas
the Depot at Roy, are prouder
Las
evidently
of
Saeretry,
xain
was
and
es
the
Vigorous protests wired the
J. E,; Russell
reserves, the right to reject any
Ray,
than
leading
H.
ever before in their lives
Gover'
end
Geo.
and
candidate
for
east
of the
r
torrential at the
Frank L, Schultz,
State Sup't by both ..Sup't Ruand all bids. maybe once), over the
(Except
Lucero,
A.
on
Democratic
A.
the
.tickit lakeland at Dick Boulwares.
dulph and the teachers met with nor
J. ELcWildntan
.Plans and specifications can be stern refusal.
this"
Roy
Bide
news
Tuesday
miles
thattheir son, 1st Lieutenhis fall, were in
all ."Thre'ft
, at "Neis
Thedeath of Rafael Romero seen at the office of Milnor
Y. Belknap, has been
C.
ant
day and Taé their old friend s Berisons, there has been hardly
under the unfortunate circum- Rudulph president of said Board
promoted
on his.merits alone to
also acquired many new ones any rain and it is dry on to town.
stances connected with the fire at the County Court House, Mora Miss Mae Worley of Roy, has while here. They were enroute It is remarkable to note the the rank of Captain, at Camp Lee
is one of the most regrettable New Mexico.
accepted a position as Cashier to Mosquero where they were to contrast of prairie and fields Virginia, where he has been
events in the history, of Roy.
Rally. Mr. where the rain was and where it stationed. He has been acting
County Board of Edqcatiou of and Bookkeeper at the Wilson Co speak at the Red Cross
;
Captain for some time and now
.V
and
Veeder
seems
more
more like wasnt
in
Mills
on
and
store
has
entered
easily
the
Mr. Romero was
the County of Mora, New Mexico
has
you
his commission. We dont
get
more
the
Governor
a
theac'.ive
discharge
duteies
of
her
County
leading charcter in Mora
inch
and
an
the parents for being
of
a
rain
and
acquainted
him
he
blamed
took,
with
Another
is
expert
Miss
Worley
there.
ah
He was the most highly educated By
Milnor Rudulph, Pres.
proud
View
of him and his many
the
Lindsey
Pleasant
in
place
Gov.
on
cut
half
the
the
of
qulified
is
she
Milliner
but
also
man in the county and hás for
Attest,
prosclaim the priviliege
along
helping
here
ia
friends
country
the
gracefully
to
as
program
if
office
as
for
work and a useful
many years been a factor in the
'
Sec'y.
Cassidy,
"
Addle,
Mrs.
in,
joinmjjr
pects
crop
there.
a
for
of
born.
manor
citizen now. when men are scarce the
political life of New Mexico. He
-

;

j
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house-warmin-
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Captain Belknap
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(Copyright: Little, Brown

LURE OF HIDDEN

OF

Co.)

GOLD CALLS "ROARING BILL" AMD

Miss Hazel Weir, a stenographer, living at Granville,
Ontario, is placed under a cloud by circumstances for which she Is
entirely blameless. To escape from the groundless gossip that pursues
her, she secures a position as schoolteacher at Cariboo Meadows, In a
wild part ot British Columbia.
There, at a boarding house, abe first
character of that country.
fees "It oaring Bill" WagstalT, a
Soon after her arrival Hazel loses her way while walking In the woods.
She wanders until night when she reaches "Roaring Bill's" camp fire
in the woods. lie promises to take her home In the morning, but she
Is compelled to spend the night In the voods. After wandering In the
woods all the next day, "Roaring Bill" finally adittts that he Is taking
Ilszel to his cabin In the mountains. Hazel finds upon their arrival at
the cabin that she cannot hope to escape from the wilderness before
spring. During the long winter "Roaring Bill" treats Hazel with the
greatest respect He, tells her be loves her and tries to Induce her to
marry him, but she refuses. .Ia the spring he takes her to Bella Coola,
where she can get a boat to Vancouver. At Vancouver Hazel takes a
train for Granville, but on the way she realizes that she loves Wagstaff
and decided to return to him. "Roaring Bill" Is overjoyed and together they travel to a Hudson bay post and are married.
well-know- n

CHAPTER

Continued.

Mr.
"This Is July the twenty-fifth- .
Roaring Bill WagstaiT," she announced.
"We've been married exactly one
month."
"A whole month?" he echoed. In
"You don't say
mock astonishment
bo? Seems like It was only day before
yenterdny, little person."
"I wonder," she snuggled up a little
closer to him, "If any two people were
ever as happy as we've been?"
Bill put his arm across her shoulders
and tilted her hend back so that he
could smile down Into her face.
"They have been a bunch of golden
days, haven't they?" he whispered.
"Yon won't forget this Joy time If we
ever do hit real bard going, wilt you.
.
Hazel?"
"The bird of 111 omen croaks again,"
die reproved. "Why should we come
to hard going, as you call It?"
"But
"We shouldn't" he declared.
most people do. And we might. One
never can tell what's áhead. By and
by when the novelty wears off maybe
you'll get sick of seeing the same old
Bill around and nobody else. You see.
Tve always been on my good behavior
with you. Do you like me a lot?"
Ills arm tightened with n quick and
powerful pressure, then suddenly re
laxed to let her lean bock and stare
up at Mm tenderly.
"I ought to punish you for saying
things like that" she posted. "Only I
can't think of any effective method.
Sufficient ,unto the day Is the evil
thereof and there Is no evil in our

days."

'

"Amen," be whispered softly and
they fell to silent contemplation of
the rose and gold that spread tn a
wonderful blazon over all the western
sky.
"Twenty-fift- h
of July, eh?" he mused
presently. "Summer's half gone nl
ready. I didn't realize It We ought
to be stirring iretty soon, lady. These
northern seasons are so blessed short
We ought t try and do a little good
make hay while tjje sun
for ourselvi
shines, we'll needa da inon.
fiddlesticks," he langhed,
"Need
"What do we need money for? It
cost practically nothing to lite np
he"?. Why this sudden desire to pur-rV- e
the dollar? Besides, how ore you
tolr.c to pursue It?"
"Go prospecting," he replied prompt
ly. "Hit the trail for e plnce I know
Miere there's oodles of' coarse gold. If
you nn get to It at low water. How'd
you like to go Into the Upper Naas
country this fall, trap all winter, work
the sandbars In the spring, and come
out next fall with a sack of gold It
would take a horse to pack?"
Hazel clapped her hands.
"Oh, Bill, wouldn't that be fine?" she
cried. "I'd love to."
"It wont be all smooth sailing." he
warned. "It's a long trip and a hard
one, and the winter will be longer and
harder than the trip. Still, there's a
chance for a good big stake, right In
that one trip."
"But why the necessity for making
a HtakeT she Inquired thoughtfully,
after a lapse, of five minutes. "I
thought you didn't care anything about
money so long as you had enough to
get along on? And we surely have
that We've over two thousand dollars
Mi- - real money
and no place to spend
Pi so we're compelled to save."
'
Bill blew a smoke ring over his head
nd watched It vanish up toward the
dusky roof beams before he answered.
"Well, little person," said he, "that's
very true, and we can't truthfully say
that stern necessity Is treading on our
heels. The possession of money has
never been a crying need with me.
Rut I hadn't many wants when I was
playing a lone hand, and I generally let
the future take care of Itself. It was
always easy to dig up money enough to
buy books and grub or anything I
wanted. Now' that I've assumed a certain responsibility, It has begun to
dawn on me that we'd enjoy Ufe better If we were assured of a competence. We won't stay here always.
I'm pretty much contented Just now.
So are you. But I know from past experience that the outside will grow
more alluring as time passes: You'll
tut lonesome for civilization. It's the

I

ri
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most natural thing In the world. And
when we go out to mix with our fellow
humans we want to meet them on
terms 'of "Worldly equality. Which is
to say with good clothes on, and a fat
bank roll In our pocket And last but
not least, old girl, while I love to loaf.
I can only loaf about so long In con
tentment Sabe? Tve got to be doing
something; whether It was profitable
or not has never mattered. Just so it
was action."
"I sabe, as yon call it" Hazel smiled.
"Of course I do. Only lazy people like
to loaf all the time. I love this place,
and we might stay here for years and
be satisfied.
"But we'd be better satisfied to stay
if we knew that we could leave It
whenever we wonted to," he inter
rupted. "That's the psychology of the
human animal, all right We don't like
to be coerced, even by circumstances."
"If you made a lot of money mining,
we could travel one could do lots of
things," she reflected. "I don't think
I'd want to live in a city again. But
it would be nice to go there, some

But"

times."
"Yes, dear girl. ' It would." Bill
agreed. "With n chura to help you enJoy things. We can do things together
that I couldn't do alone, and you
couldn't do alone. Remains only to get
the wherewithal. And since I know
how to manage that with a minimum
amount of effort I'd like to be about
It before somebody else gets ahead of
me. Though there's small chance of
-

that"
"Well be partners," said she, "How
will we divide the profits, Blllum?"
"We'll split even," he declared.
"That Is, I'll make the money, and
you'll spend It"
They chuckled over this conceit and
as the dusk closed in slowly they fell
to planning the details. Hazel lit the
lamp, and in its. yellow glow pored
over maps while Bill Idly sketched
their route on a sheet of paper. His.

EEE

FTY-T-H

manifested Itself by sundry yawns on
their part, they went to bed.
With breakfast over. Bill put com
pass In his pocket after having ground
his ax blade to a keen edge.
"Come on," said he, then; Tm going
to transact some important business."
"What is it?" she promptly demand
ed with much curiosity.
"This domicile of ours, gtrt," ft told
her, while ho led the way through the
surrounding timber, "Is ours only by
grace of the wilderness. It's bum on
unsurveyed government land land
that I have no more legal claim to
than any passing trapper. But I'm
going to remedy that I'm going to
formally stake a hundred and sixty
acres of this and apply for its purchase. Then well have a cinch on our
home. We'll always havo a refuge to
fly to, no matter where we go."
She nodded appreciation of this. Tho
cabin' In the clearing stood for soma
of those moments that always loom
large and unforgettable in every woman's experience. She had come there
once In hot shamed anger, and she
had come again as a bride. It was the
handiwork of a man she loved with a
passion that sometimes startled her
by its Intensity. Just the mere possibility of that place being given over
to others roused In her a pang of resentment It was theirs, hers and
Bill's, and, being a woman, she viewed
its possession Jealously.
So she! watched with keen interest
what he did. Which, in truth, was
simple enough.
He worked his way
to a point southeast of the clearing
till they gained a little rise whence
through the treetops they could look
back and see the cabin roof. There
Bill cut off an eight-incjack pine,
leaving the stump approximately four
feet high. This he hewed square, the
four flat sides of the post facing respectively the cardinal points of the
compass.
On one smoothed surface
Bill set to work with his pocketknlfe.
nazel sat down and watched while he
busied himself at this. ' And when he
had finished she read, in
letters :
W. WAGSTAFFS S. E. CORNER.
Then he penned on a sheet of letter paper a brief notice to the effect
that he, William Wagstaff, Intended to
apply for the purchase of the land em
braced in an area a half mile square,
of which the post was the southeast
corner mark. This notice he fastened
to the stump with a few tacks, and sat
down to rest from his labors.
"How long do yon suppose that will
stay there, and who is there to read it
if It does?" Hazel observed.
"Search me. The moose and the
deer and the timber wolves, I guess,"
BUI grinned.
"The chances are the
paper won't last long, with' winds nnd
rains. But it doesn't matter. It's aim
ply a form prescribed by the land act
of British Columbia, and, so long as I
go through the legal motions, that lets
me out Matter of form, you know."
"Then what else do you have to do?"
"Nothing but furnish, the money
when the Ian3 department gets around
to accept my application," he said. "I
can get an agent tp attend to. all the
details. Well, let's lake a look "at óu?
estate from another corner."
,
This, roughly ascertained by sight
ing a line with the compass and stepping off 880 yards, brought them up
on a knoll that commanded the small
basin of which the clearing was prac
tically In the center.
"Aha!" Bill exclaimed.
"Look" at
our ranch, would you ; our widespread
acres basking in the sun. A quarter
Section' Is quite a chunk.
Do you
know I never thought much about It
before, but there's a piece of the finest
land that lies outdoors. If this country should get a railroad and settle up.
that quarter section might produce all
the Income we'd need. Just out of hay
and potatoes. How'd you like to be a
farmer's wife, huh?"
"Fine," she smiled. "Look at the
view it Isn't gorgeous. It's It's simply peaceful and quiet and soothing.
I hate to leave It"
"Better be sorry to leave a place
than glad to get away," he answered
lightly. "Come on, let's pike home and
got things In order for the long trail,
woman o' mine. Ill teach you how to

QUOTATIONS
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tattle.

Over

Maps

'

While

Bill

Idly

Sketched Their Route or a Sheet of
Paper.
objective lay east of the head of the
Naas proper, where amid a wild tangle
of mountains and mountain torrents
three turbulent rivers, the Stlklne, the
Skeena and the Naas, took their rise.
A
region, he told her,
where few white men had penetrated.
The peaks flirted with the clouds, and
their sides were scarred with glaciers.
A lonesome, brooding land, the home
of a vast and seldom-broke- n
silence.
"But there's all kinds of game and
fur In there,,' Bill remarked thought
fully. "And gold. Still, It's a fierce
country for a man to take his best girl
Into. I don't know whether I ought
to tackle It."
"We couldn't be more Isolated than
we are here," Hazel argued, "If we
were In the Arctic. Look at that poor
woman at Pelt House. Three babies
born since she saw a doctor or another
woman of her own colorí What's a
winter by ourselves compared to that.
And she didn't think It so great a
hardship. Don't you worry about me,
Mr. Bill. I think It will be fun. I'm
a real pioneer at heart The wild
places look good to me when you're
along."
She received her due reward for
that and then, the long twilight having brought the boor to a lateness that

Fat steers, grosera, choice
$15J
to prime
Fat steers, grasssers, (food
14.00
to choice
Fat steers, graaaera,. fair

to good ..
Heifers, prim
Cowa, at, good to choice.
fair to good
swift glance of admiration at Hazel, Cows,
common to (air....
and they passed wita a mutual "so Cowa,
Bulla
long."
Feeders, good to cholee.
Fair to good
"What do yov think of that, old Feeders,
Blockers, good to choice.,
"A
fcitockers,
Bill
presently.
observed
fair to good....
girir
real,
railroad going Stackers, medium to fair..
by within a hundred miles of our
Hog.

eye, carried in a pair of kyaks six
weeks' supply of food. BUI led the
way, seconded by Hazel on easy-ga- l ted
Silk. Behind her trailed the pack
horses like dogs well broken to heel,
patient nnder tbelr. heavy burdens. Off
In the east the tun was barely clear
of the towering Rockies, and the shack. Three years. It'll be there bewoods were still cool and shadowy, fore we know
We'U have neighfull of aromatic odors from plant and bors to burn."
tree.
"A hundred miles P Haze! laughed.
There was no monotony In the pass "Is that your Idea of a neighborly dising doys, Rivers barred their way. tance?"
"Whafs a hundred mfles?" he deThese they forded or swam, or ferried
a makeshift raft of logs, as seemed fended. "Two days' ride, that's alt
most fit Haps and mishaps alike they And the kind of people that come to
accepted with an equable spirit and settle in a country like this don't stick
the tro philosophy of the trail to In sight of the cars. They're like
take things as they come. When rain me need lots of elbow room. Therell
deluged them, there was always shel be hardy souls looking for a location
ter to b found and fire to warm them. up where we are before very long.
,
If the flies assailed too fiercely, a YouH see."
They passed other crews of men,
smudge brought easement of that 11L
surveyors with transits, chalnmén,
stake ' drivers, ax gangs widening the
path through the timber. Most of
them looked at Hazel in frank sur-

It

'.'.

deep-carve-

d

bo

a

woodland vagabond."
CHAPTER
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En Route.

18.25-

11.00

',

12.00

10.00411.00
8.50
6.00

.2

8.00
.75

10.00trll.60
8.00

10.00
9.00
8.00

10.0010.7

10.00
.7

I18,101.3S

Sheep.

17.6
....$16,60
I jimba
11.60 12.25
Kwea
12.7618.2&
Yearlings
....... 12.60 13.0
Wethera . .........
11 A V AMD (RAIN MARKET.
F. O. B Danrrr, Carload. Prlan.
Hay.
Raying rrleea.
Colorado Uplund, per ton. .$1.0018.09
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 16.0016.00
1'ralrle Hay, Colorado aud
Nebraska, per ton ......... IG.0016.OS

16.00 0 18.00.
Timothy, per ton
Alfalfa, per ton ............ 14.00 15.00
18.0020.0O
South Park, per ton
Gunnison Valley, per ton. .11.00418.00
6.00Straw, per ton
.tirata..
Oats, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying. .$2.60
Colorado oats, bulk, buying....... 260
Corn chop, sack, selling.......... 3.85
3 32
Corn In sack, selling
2.9
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling. 1.62 ft

Flour.
prise, and stared long after she passed
Patent, 8 lba.. sacked
by. And when aa open bottom beside Hungarian
$4.7S
subject to discount ,s
a noisy little creek showed the scat- Hungarian, 48 lbs., Backed, subject
2.3614
to
discount
tered tents of the survey camp, Hazel
Si

said:

POULTRY.

"Let s not stop BUL"
He looked back over bis shoulder
with a comprehending smile,
"Getting shy? Make you uncomfortable to have all these boys look at
you, little person T he bantered. "All
right, we wont stop. But all these
fellows probably haven't seen a white
woman for months. You can't blame
them for admiring. You do look good
to other men besides me, you know."
So they rode through the camp with
but a nod to the aproned cook, who
thrust out his head, and a
gray-haire- d

man with glasses, who humped over
a drafting board under an awning.
The Surveyor Lifted His Hat With a Their noon fire they built at a spring
Swift Glance of Unconcealed Ad- five miles beyond.miration at Hazel.
At length they fared into Hazelton,
which Is the hub of a vást area over
Each day was something more than a which men pursue gold and furs.
mere toll of so many miles traversed. Some hundred odd souls were gathThe unexpected, for which both were ered there, where the stern-wheeager-eyelurked on the shoulder of steamers that ply the turgid Skeena
each mountain, in the hollow of every reach the head of navigation. A
cool canyon, or met them boldly tn
office and a mining recorder
the open, naked and unafraid.
Hazelton boasted as proof of lti
Bearing up to where the Nachaco civic Importance. The mining recorder,
debouches from. Fraser lake, with a who combined In himself many capaciHudson's bay fur post and an Indian ties besides his governmental function,
mission .on its eastern fringe, they undertook to put through Bill's land
came upon a blazed line In the scrub deal. He knew Bill Wagstaff.
timber. Roaring Bill pulled up, and
"Wise man" he nodded, over the desquinted away down the narrow lane scription. "If some more uh these boy
fresh with ax marks.
that have blazed trails through thil
"Well," said he, "I wonder what's country would do the same thing,
coming off now? That looks like a they'd be better off. A chunk of land
survey line of some sort It Isn't a anywhere In this country is a good
trail too wide. Let's follow it. a bet now. We'll have rails here from
while.
the coast In a year. Better freeze
"I'll bet a nickel," he asserted next onto a couple uh lots here In Hazel"that's a railroad survey."
ton, while they're low. Be plumb to
Half an hour of easy Jogging set the the skies tn ten years. Natural place
seal of truth on his assertion. They for a city, Bill. It's astonlshln' how
came upon a man squinting through the settlers is comln."
a brass instrument set on three legs,
There was ocular evidence of thli
directing, with alternate wavlngs of last, for they
bad followed In a road
his outspread hands, certain activi- well rutted from
loaded wagons. Bui
ties of other men ahead of him.
BUI Invested in no real estate, not"Well, TU
he bit off the sen withstanding the positive assuranc
tence, and stared a moment In frank that Hazelton was on the ragged edgt
ffsTonTsKment at Ifazel."
hen he took efjL JjQom.
off bis hat and bowed. "Good morn?
"Maybe, maybe," he admitted. "Bui
lng," he greeted politely.
Tve got other flsh to fry. That on
"Sure," Bill grinned.
"We have piece up by Pine river will do me foi
mornings like this around here all the a
while."
Nme. What all are you fellows doing
Here where folk talked only of golq"
in the wilderness,-anywayRailroad?"
and pelts and railroads and settlement
"Cross-sectio- n
work for the G. T.
nnd the coming boom that would make
P.," the surveyor replied.
"Huh," Bill grunted.' "Is It a. dead them all rich, Bill Wagstaff hdded two
more ponies to his pack train. Thes
cinch, or Is It something that may pos
he
loaded down with food, staples only,
sibly come to pass in the misty fu
flour, sugar, beans, salt, tea and cofture?"
fee, and a sack of dried
Also
"As near a cinch as anything ever he bestowed upon Niggerfruit
a
further
Is," the surveyor answered. "Construcburden of six dozen steel traps.
tion has begun at both' ends. I
And In the cool of a midsummer
thought the few white folks In this morning, before
Hazelton had rubbed
country kept tab on' anything as im
out of Its collective eyes and
sleep
the
portant as a new railroad."
taken up the day's work of discussing
"We've heard a lot, but none of 'em Its future greatness, Roaring Bill and
has transpired yet; not in my time, his wife draped the mosquito nets ovet
anyway," Bill replied dryly. "How- their heads and turned their faces
ever, the world keeps on moving. Tve north.
heard more or less talk of this, but I
They bore out upon a wagon road.
didn't know it had got past the talking For a brief distance only did this enstage. What's their Pacific terminal?" dure, then dwindled to a path. A turn
"Prince Rupert new town on a pe- In this hid sight of the clustered log
ninsula north of the mouth of the houses and tents, and the two steamSkeena," said the surveyor. "It's a ers that lay up against the bank. The
rush job all the way through, I believe. river Itself was soon lost In the far
Three years to spike up the last rail. stretches of forest. Once more they
And that's going some for a transcon- rode alone in the wilderness. For the
tinental road. Both the Dominion and first time Hazel felt a quick shrinking
B. C governments have guaranteed from the North, an awe of its huge,
the company's bonds away up Into
silent spaces, which could so easily
engulf thousands such as they and still
-

el

be"

Long since Hazel had become aware
about
doing he did swiftly and with Inflex"Be a great thing for this countr- yible purpose. There was no malinger say, where does it cross the Rockies?
ing or doubtful hesitation. Once his
what's the general route?" Bill
mind was made up, he acted. Thus, asked abruptly.
upon the third day from the land stak"Goes over the sange through Yel- ing, they bore away eastward from the lowhead pass. From here It follows
clearing, across a trackless area, trav- the Nachaco to Fort George, then up
eling by the sun and Bill's knowledge the Fraser by Tete Juan Cache,
of the country.
through the pass, then down the Ath"Some day there'll bs traits blazed abasca till It switches over to strike
through here by a paternal govern- Edmonton."
ment," he laughed over his shoulder,
Bill nodded." "One of the
"for the benefit of the public. But we modern labors of Hercules. Well,
dont need 'em, thank goodness."
we've got to peg. So long."
The buckskin pony Hazel had
"Our camp's about five miles ahead,
bought for the trip in with Limping Better stop in and noon " the surveyor
George ambled sedately tinder a pack Invited, "If It's on your road."
containing bedding, clothes and a light
"Thanks. Maybe we will," Bill re
shelter tent The bias horse, Nlgrrer, turned.
ho of th cocked ear and the rolling
bit hat, with a
The surrexox

."

that whatsoever her husband set

God hogs

16.24

13.00014.00

honest-to-goedne-

h

.
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By BERTRAND W. SINCLAIR

HAZEL INTO THE WILDERNESS.
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remain a land untamed.

Uve Poultry.

Pioostera, lb
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
Hena
Ducks, young
Ducklings, lb
Geese
1)4 lo 1 lba

10
23
22
25

1S

22
35

024

Eggs, graded No.
B. Denver
Ebks, graded No.
B, Denver

lment

Philippines Population. ,
Government officials recently esti
mated the population of the Philippines at slightly more than 9,500,000,
the Island of Luzon having about one
half the number.

27
3&

Eggs.
1

net, F. O.

2

net, F. O.

St
17

Ratter.

Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
Process
32
Packing stock

45
41
39

33

Fruit.

Apples, Colo., fancy, box.. .. .33.00 3.00
Gooseberries, crate
2.25
t.
Cherries, Coi., pie,
erL 2.00 2.60
Vegetables,
Asparagus, lb
12
100
Beans, navy, cwt
.12.O0W13.OO
Beans, pinto, cwt........'
9.00
Beans, lima,
16
yeans, green, lb
10
12
Wax beans
12 ft
Beets, Colo., dos. bunches 30
35
Beets, new, cwt
4.00
Carrots, dz. bunh.ee
30
35
Carrota, cwt
8.00
Cabbage, new, Colo.
4.00 (fi 4.50
Cauliflower, lb.
10
16
Celery, homegrown, doz... 1.00
1.25
Cucumbers, H. H doz... 1.25
1.7S
Lettuce, head
60
60
Lettuce, curly, doz.
40
60
Oniona, table, doz
20
25
Onions, Crystal Wax
1.50
1.75
Parsley, doz
15
25
Peaa, Colo., lb
10
Potatoea, new, cwt
8.25
Í.60
Potatoes, cwt
2.50
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb,17ft
20
Turnips, cwt
8.60
4.00
Turnips, Colo., doz, bunch 25
10
24-q-

lb...........

.....

....

MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.
Í
Prices for Metala.
New York. Lead 38.00 8.06
Copper $25.62 V.
1
.
Silver 99c.
Ht. Louis.
Spelter $8. 45 8.50.
London. Bar silver,
per ounce.
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten concentrates,
60 per cent, $22.OU22.50 per unit.
Crude ores, 60 per cent, 322.0025.00:
10
P" cent.
40iJ20t' ,mo12-60-

J

id

:

Price of Sugar.
Sugar
Centrifugal,
granulated, 7.60.

N?W- -. York- -

6.056;

'

Coffee.
New York. Coffee Rio No.
July, 8.08c; October, 8.31c.

7, 8V4c:

Chicago Live Stock Quotations.
Chicago.
Hogs
Bulk of sales,
317.4018.a5; butchers, f 18.00 18.26 :
packing, $17.1618.90;
light, $18.10

P'S!

i37650rOU?h'

Cattle Top, 18.30; distillery ' fed,
$17.90, both new. yard records; beef
cattle good, choice and prime, 117.00

common and medium, $11.50
cows and heifers,
r
qanner8 and cutters, $6.90
stockers and feeders, good,
choice and fancy, $10.60013.00; common and medium, $8.2610.60; veal
calves, good and choice. $18.60017.26.
Sheep Top Western lambs, $18.65;
nativa. $18.60: choice feeder lamba
Í??
$16.60; lambs, choice and prime, $18.40
18.65; medium and good, $18.760
18.40; culls, $12.00015.00; ewes, choice
:
medium
'""í',!'!1,2.'7!14-50good, $10.5012.75; culls, $6.00 9.60.and
18.30;

H

t0.

?SLVut-che-

$8.00
8.00;

Butter, Eggs, Potatoea and Poultry.
Chicago.
Butter
Creamery, 31
44c.
ordinary
Kgg.nXlrat"'
"H840c:
firsts, 35 37c; at mark, cases Included.
86
88c.
,
Potatoes Virginia barrels, $5.75
6.25;
Kentucky Rose, $2.75 2.90:
Louisiana white, $2.752.85; Mlssls-BlpAr.lum2i" J3 008.10; Illinois
S?rlyJih1?81 f2.60a.75; California red,
$3.0003.25; California white, $2.90
'
Poultry. Fowls, $29 Kc; aprlngs, Í6c
Kansas City Produce.
Kansas City Mo. Butter Creamery,
i9V4c:'8conds- 88 Kc;
s
lng 32"'
Firsts, 87c; seconds, 31c
Poultry Hena, 25c; rooatera, Í8Uci
?'

Pack-Egg-

broilers, 80c

BIDES AND PELTS.

Flint, butcher, lb
Flint, fallen, lb
Flint, bull and stag,

'

'
glue, lb.......
lb

Flint, culls and
Salt hides
Horse hides,
price of green salt.

one-ha- lf

(TO BB CONTINUED.)

26.
25.
3

Brc-Uer-

-

Hazel gets a terrifying glimpse
of the ruthless way of the wll.
dernes. She learns that the
great wide spaces of the north
are merciless to those who make
mistakes. How ahe learns the
lesson Is told In the next Instal-

,"

li'U

Dsesaea Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
are net V .O. B. Denver:
33.
30
Turkeya, fancy d. p
Turkeys, old toma,
.24 4f 25
22
20
Turkeya, choice
27
Hens, lb
30
27
Ducks, young
27
Oeese
,.26
18.
16
Koosters

to

POUi0do

til

io

i6o
20922c

two-thir-

8",,L Cured Hldea.
Under 60 lbs., lb
Glue hides and skins, lb. . . . . I2ii3n
ioo
Bulls and stags, lb..'.
auno
Part cured, lb
Um
lo
Green, 2e jb. less than cured.
Dry Flint Pelts.
Wool pelts, lb
44ifl47c
Short wool pelts
Butcher shearlings. No. 1, lb. 940o
I7c
Mo.
'

i Murrain shearings, lb...,

iju

THE ftPANfftM.AMERICAN
Chances Are She Had.

His Occupation.
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Lemon Juice
For Freckles

i

n

'

"What does he do for his country?"
He "I'm afraid you'll be shocked
generawill be If I
"He's an automatic hot-ai- r
by this, story !" She-V- 'I
Widow.
tor." Detroit Free Press.
haven't heurd It
Sometimes a Safe Bet
"Dubb says he'll run for senator."'
"Bet lie won't go fuster than a
walk."

Make beauty lotion at
home for a few cents. Try Itl

Girls!

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons Into
bottle containing three ounces of
orchard white, shake well, and you
Have a quarter pint of the best freckle,
sunburn and tan lotion, and complexion whltener, at very, very small cost
Tour grocer has the lemons and
any drug store or toilet counter will
supply three ounces of orchard white
for a few cents. Massage this sweetly
fragrant lotion into the face, neck,
arms and hands and see how freckles,
sunburn and tan disappear and how
clear, soft and white the skin becomes.
Ies! It Is harmless. Adv.
i

j
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1 British tank moving to the attack through a shell-swevillage. 2 French patrol lighting the Buna, one of
their number having been killed. 3 Membera of the Women'a Camouflage corpa painting the fond battleship Recruit In Union square, New Tork.

tained a powerful assault on Vaux,
west of Chateau Thierry, and though
NEWS REVIEW OF
forced out of that village momentarily,
they regained possession of It by a
counter-attacThen, farWEEK brilliant
THE
ther to the east, at the Jaulgonne
bend of the Marne, they were called
on to check a tremendous rush of
Huni across the river. Their advanced
Fifth German Offensive, on the Une fell back, the guns all the time
slaughtering the Germans who were
Mame, Quickly Checked by
trying to get over with pontoons and
French and Yankees.
canvas boats.
Then the main line
of defense came Into action, changed
Itself Into a Une of offense, and swept
the enemy back across or Into the
START DRIVE OF THEIR OWN river, killing great numbers and capturing abont 1,500, Including a complete brigade staff. The fighting In
Line North of Chateau Thierry Pushed that sector continued with great Intensity, but the Americans commandEastward Huna Lose Heavily In
ed the river front at the bend.
Fierce Fighting East and
fc
West of Reims.
On Tuesday the Americans, In cooperation with the French, launched
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
heavy attacks between St. Agnan and
Up to the hour of writing, Germany's
southeast of
La
"supreme effort" to win a Teutonic Jaulgonne,
had
Germans
where
the
victory by smashing through the alIn
getting considerable
succeeded
lies' lines has been a dismal and costly forces across the river. The enemy
failure. The Huns had gained nothing was driven back steadily and both
worth mentioning, and had lost perhaps these villages, as well as others, were
100,000 men. More than that. It aprecaptured. From Dormans," northpeared they had lost their last chance ward toward Reims, In a sector held
to demolish the defenses of the allies, by Franco-Italia- n
forces, the Huns at
and had sustained a defeat that would first advanced two or three miles,
play havoc with the morale of their but occupied no positions of importroops and with the support of the tance and were unable to disorganize
civilian population, of . Qcrjjjany.
In the least the defensive Une of the
As soon as the German offensive allies. By Wednesday the Germans
seemed safely checked, General Foch were making their greatest effort
took the Initiative and put on a drive in this sector,
trying to force
of his own that sent a thrill through their way toward Epernay. But
nil the allied countries. French and by this time
the French were
American troops, secretly and carefulmanifestly holding the upper hand,
ly concentrated, were launched In a and they counter-attackeeagerly
mile and spiritedly, retaking every piece of
great attack on a twenty-flv- e
front between Belleau wood and the ground which the Germans occupied
Alsne river, The enemy was taken by their desperate efforts. Nearly evcompletely by surprise, and the allies, ery attempt of the enemy to advance
following a tremendous rolling barwas repulsed almost before It started.
rage, advanced swiftly taking on the
first day more than twenty towns and
The swiftest and most complete
villages, many cannon and large numcheck sustained by the Germans was
were
bers of prisoners. They then
east of Reims, between Pompelle fort
close to Solssons, commanding it with and Main de Masslges. Expecting an
their gnns, and were In the outskirts easy victory there, they met with a
of Neullly St-- . Front. Culchy, the key crushing defeat at the hands of the
to the Chateau Thierry sector, was French troops under General Gouraud.
threatened ; many of the railways and This gallant commander, who lost an
roads of supply for the German armies arm at the Dardanelles, had disposed
In the south were cut or under shell
his men with the utmost cleverness.
fire, and It appeared that Ludendorft
When the German bombardment bepowerquickly
and
would have to act
gan, one of the most terrific ever
fully or be driven entirely out of the known, the French, except for machine
Chateau Thierry salient If not back gun crews In blockhouses, retired to
to the Alsne.
shelter. Then the observers announAs this Is written the battle In that ced that the advance was starting, and
region Is still going on, with the GerInstantly the enemy was swept by a
man resistance stiffened by the bringdevastating fire from cannon, machine
ing up of fresh troops. The
guns and rifles. The blockhouses redrive at least served to lestarded the Huns, large numbers ol
sen the Hun pressure on the defensive
whom were killed, and the charging
lines about Belms, though it was pre- troops never entered the French lint
mature to say that the ancient catheof resistance, coming to a standstill at
dral city would not have to be evacuthe wire entanglements, which wert
ated, or that the Germans In the loaded with dead bodies.
Marne district had been beaten to n
The Huns engaged In this attack
standstill. Severe as was their check, were fifteen elite divisions, with ten
d
they still had great forces In reserve. divisions supporting. Less than
as many Frenchmen defeated
This latest German drive, directed
them, and the French casualties were
by Ludendorff, opened early Monday astonishingly few. The attacking Gerwith a tremendous attack at nearly man divisions had to be relieved, but
front from the French staid In their positions,
all points along a
Chateau Thierry to Main de Masslges, happy and cheerful and more confiThe Immediate dent than ever.
east of Reims.
defenses of Reims were not assaulted,
but It seemed to be the Intention of
The morale of all the allied troops,
the Huns to squeeze the allies out of Indeed, was of the highest, In strong
that city and to eliminate the sali- contrast to that of the enemy as reent there, and then to force their vealed by the words and actions of
way on to Epernay ,and Chalons. The prisoners. The spirit of the Americans
onrush of the first day bent back the engaged was shown vividly by two Inallied line in places, but nowhere was cidents worth recording. On the first
It broken; much' of the lost ground day, when a certain force of Yankees
was speedily regained, and when the had been compelled to give ground,
second day came to a close It was their commander was advised by a
considered that the offensive had been French general to let his men rest, as
"None of Its ob- the retirement could have no serious
definitely stopped.
jectives had been attained, though the consequences. The American respondGerman commanders employed about ed that he could not accept the coun750,000 men In their fierce attacks. sel and was going to counter-attacVon Bernhardi, the famous Prussian at once. This he did, regaining the
strategist, once said an offepsjve which lost terrain and half a mile more to
boot. Another commander, In reportIs brought to a standstill is a conquered offensive, and the allies took ing the recapture of a number of
towns, wired to headquarters : "Met
that view of the situation.
Sharp
Boche on his Une of defense.
fighting. Boche turned tall and ran
With pride and gratification Amerpursued by our troops. Hope
ica learned of the splendid part played like l,
by Its soldiers in this third battle of to have more prisoners." There were
Some 250,000 of them numerous instances of valor and nerve
the Marne.
were involved, holding especially the In the desperate fighting In which the
sectors Just west and east of Chateau Americans took part. These are the
troops which the German papers asThierry, and they acquitted themunwon
enthusiasm,
the
manner
sert are flabby, without
that
a
In
selves
'
and unfit for serious operations.
qualified praise of the French comThe French soldiers displayed their
In the first place, they sus
manders.

PAST

Chapelle-Monthodo-

d

Franco-America-

n

one-thir-

k

h--

.

An old proverb says, "The anvil
lasts longer than the hammer."
Thanks be, there is a beautiful exception to it. Take the case of the
brave boys yho are hammering away
at the kutser and his brood.

MORTALITY Is something frightful. We can hardly reahiRhat
children born in civilized countries, twenty-tw- o
per cent,
die before they reach one year; thirty-seve- n
or more than
before they are five, and
before

ov

one-quart-

per cent,
they are ífteen t
We do not hesitate to say that a timely use of Castoria would ears)
many of these precioua lives. Neither do we hesitate to say that many
of these infantile deaths are occasioned by the use of narcotic preparations.
Drops, tinctures and soothing syrups sold for children's complaints contain
more or less opium or morphine. They are, in considerable quantities,
deadly poisons. In any quantity, they stupefy, retard circulation and lead
to congestions, aickness, death. 1 here can be no danger in the use OI pas
toría ti it bears the signature oí unas. H. Fletcher
as It contains no opiates or narcótica of any kind.
J2SZZZ(U
one-thir- d,

one-ha-

Genntne Castoria always beat the signature of

eC2cÁtC

'
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Vienna Sausage
A Refreshing Change
tenderness of the meat, the delicacy

THEthe seasoning are noticeable the mo-

ment you taste Libby's Vienna Sausage.
For it is made from morsels of choice meats,
seasoned with the greatest care to bring
out all the rich, savory flavor.
Serve Libby's Vienna Sausage today. Not
only is it a refreshing change, but a hearty
and inexpensive meat.

FRECKLES

Mont-Miral-

KIDNEY TROUBLE OFTEN
troops in Albania
The
continued their victorious progress
CAUSES SERIOUS BACKACHE
last week and made their way well to
the north and east, threatening the
flank of the enemy in Macedonia. The
When your back aches, and your bladpolitical effect of this offensive already der and kidneys seem to be disordered,
Is becoming apparent In Austria-Hungarto to your nearest drug store and get a
bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- .
It
is a physician's prescription for ailments
N
of the kidneys and bladder.
The Chinese government has decidIt has stood the test of years and baa
ed to send a force to Vladivostok to s reputation for quickly and effectively
with the allies, but It la giving results in thousands of cases.
probable nothing more will be done
This preparation so very effective, has
Get a
now except to protect the frontiers ol been placed on sale everywhere.
China. Japan was much excited last bottle, medium or large size, at your nearest druggist.
week over the proposition to send a
However, if you wish first to test this
great expedition Into Siberia. The preparation send
ten cents to Dr. Kilmer
press Insisted the United States bad k Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a sample
submitted to Japan a proposal for such bottle. When writing be sure and menaction, though this was not officially tion this, paper. Adv.
confirmed.
The salary of the president of SwitzThe provisional government of Siberia, located at Harbin, Is growing In erland amounts to $2,200 a year, with
strength, but may be reorganized soon an additional $3,000 for expenses.

lf
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Cutlcura Stops Itching.

Germans and on German towns.

30-19-18.

INFANTthe

The Soap to cleanse and Ointment to
soothe and heal most forms of itching,
burning skin and scalp affections.
Ideal for toilet use. For free samples
address, "Cutlcura, Dept X, Boston."
Sold by druggists and by mall. Soap
25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.

customary gallantry and determination, and the ItaUana on that front
were not behind them In this. If more
stress Is laid on the bravery of the
Americans, It Is only because the others have proved themselves times
without number In the last four years.
The Busy Moments.
All the latest reporta of the allies
"Bllgglns complains that he Is overstate that the situation la entirely satworked."
isfactory and Improving hourly.
"Yes. But he never seems as busy
At first It was thought by many that as when he is making Just that comLudendorfTa offensive In the Marne plaint."
region waa not Intended to be his main
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
effort but masked a plan to attack
makes clothes whiter than snow.
elsewhere, perhaps In Flanders. At happy,
All good grocers. Adv.
the end of the week there were still
ome observers who believed this, tut
His Training.
It seemed very doubtful.. At the same
"He certnlnly Is a man of fetching
time. It was hard to figure out how he manners." "Why not? He used to be
could expect to derive any great bene- a wnlter."
fit from success where he attacked.
Even if he had attained his supposed
objectives and captured Epernay,
Chalons, the Mountain of Reims and
l,
he would be no nearer' a New U tke Tías le Cat Rid ef That Ugly Saeta
decisive victory than before, and wis
Tbm't bo lonrw th llftateat twl of tollng
turned o( your freckle,
Olhlne doubl
certain to lose an enormous number of trenfth
U futranteed to remo? tliet bomely
men. Instead of turning westward to pota.
üirnplj fet tn ounce, of Olhlne donhlt
ward Paris, he was attempting to Itrenflb
from jam druggist, in
pply a little
move to the east and south and the f It night and morning and you
should aoon aeo
worst
that
begun
freckles
the
bar
to disfren
road to the capital would still be appear, while
the lighter onea hire Tanlshed enclosed to him.
tirely. It Is seldom that more than one ounce
If Ludendorff really plans an offen- laa seeded to completely clear the skin and (ale
beautiful clear complexión.
sive In Flanders, the British there are
Be aura to ask for the double strength Othtne,
getting ready to meet It. Several times as this la sold under guarantee of money back
last week they advanced their lines, II It falls to femora freckles. AdT.
taking possession of positions that maRestful.
terially strengthened their defenses.
"Saplelgh Is always thinking of himThe British airmen were especially ac- self." "Yes; In that way he avoids
tive and there were numerous bomb- having mnch on his mind."
ing raids over territory held by the

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

Save the Babies

a

An Exception.

Thousands of railroad shop mem
have been lured by high shipyard pay.

y bby, Chicago

Ubby, MfNeill
t,

111

Oí

lUi

Hher Düiis 1

main

Franco-Italia- n

pwlng to dissatisfaction with General
Savannah, Ga., was the birthplace of
Horvath, who put himself at Its head. the Girl Scouts of America.
s
It is said the
have
agreed to
with Horvath.
These troops have driven the bolshe-vlk-l
""T'- -j
i
entirely out of Irkutsk and a
large force of them was reported to be

Keep a close watch on yourBtom-ac- h
this Bummer. We need all our
fighting strength. War work-ch- ange
of diet will make us all
easier prey to stomach and bowel
trouble than ever before. It is so
easy to become overheated on a
blazing hot day, especially after
eating a hearty meal. And then
the excessive heat makes us flood
our stomachs with all kinds of
cold drinks. That's bad at any
time; much worse even dangerous when there is the slightest
feeling of stomach trouble.
Keep the stomach sweet and
cool and free from too much acid
that's about all that is necessary.' It's not so much the diet
as to keep the poison from starting trouble. You can easily, do
this if you will just take a tablet or
two of EATONIC after your meals.

EATONIC is the wonderful new
compound that absorbs the harmful gases and juices and almost
instantly drives away stomach
misery.
Instead of sudden and painful
attacks of indigestion, after yon
begin using EATONIC you'll forget you have a stomach. And there
will be no more heartburn, food
repeating, Bour stomach, gas pains,
or that lumpy, bloated feeling yon have
so often experienced after eating. Then
your appetite you know how hard it
is to satisfy in hot weather eat one or
two EATONIC Tablets a half hour before meals and you will enjoy the results and feel better in every way.
These are a few reasons why yon
should start using EATONIC today and
fortify your stomach against the chance
trouble this summer. It costs only 50a
for a big package. Yonr druggist whom
you know and can trust, will promptly
refund your money if yoaN are not
more than satisfied.

Czecho-Slovak-

y

approaching Kransnoyarsk.
It was revealed that a considerable
number of Americans have been sent
to the Murmansk coast to help guard
the supplies there. Lenlne Is enraged
because those forces are In Russia and
has ordered them removed. There la a
chance that he will declare war on the
allies,
a course which, naturally
enough, Is strongly nrged by the German press. In this connection It is
to be noted that Prof. Paul Miluknff,
leader of the constitutional democrats,
has gone over to the Germans, saying
he would prefer a united Russia under German protection to a country
broken up into many governments.
In Ukraine new revolts of the peasants are reported every few days. The
people are well armed and have abandoned their farms to fight the Germans
and the rada which la controlled by
them.
-t- ajFood" Administrator Hoover made
public his plan for wheat and flour
control through the purchase of wheat
by the government grain corporation.
The corporation will buy at stated
prices wheat graded according to the
department of agriculture grade revision, which has Just gone Into effect
The farmer can protect himself, says
Mr. Hoover, by the study of the primary prices, deducting Intermediate
charges, or he can ship to the grain
corporation, or he may ship to a commission merchant at a terminal market and through him secure the benefit of competitive buying.

-- ta

Hayti has declared war on Germany,
being the twenty-seconnation te take
.
this actiood

-

"

d Mervoiis Mothers
Should Profit by the Experience
of These Two Women
"I am the mother of four children, and for
nearly three years 1 sufiered from a female trouble with pains
in my back and side, and a general weakness. I had professional attendance most of that time but did not seem to
get welL As a last resort I decided to try Lydia E.
Rnkham's Vegetable Compound which I had seea
advertised in the newspapers, and in two weeks noticed
a marked improvement I continued its use and am
now free from pain and able to do all my house
work." Mrs. IS. is. Ziixinska, 202 Weiss Street.

Buffalo, N. T.
I

LI

.Js&GSEk

Buffalo,
"

N.T.

Portland, Ind. "I had a displacement and suffered
so badly from it at times I could not be on my feet
at alL I was all run down and so weak I could not
do my housework, was nervous and could hot lia
down at nlgnt. i tooK treatments from a physician
put tney aia noi neip me. juy Aunt recommenaea.
Lyaia l. llnKnam's Vegetable Compound. I tried
ft. now i am strong ana weu again ana uo
joy own work and I give Lydia E, Pinkham's
Comtwund the credit" Mrs. Jo sx phi nb
Kimble, 035 West Race Street, Portland, lad.

Every Sick Woman Should Try

7;

1

PlftTlXMiM

i

IYDIA E.PINKHAM

MEDICINE. CO. LYNN, MAS!.

.

THR

T he Spanish American
1911.

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
'

SaltcriptMM $1.50 Fir

Entered as

second-clas-

Yr

matter at the

s

C. U. Strong, County Treasurer,

Machine Shop
Blacksmith Shop
Garage

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

N

9

VARIETY

--

RkQIHTIBBD ACUD3TÍ?.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Tom. J. Taylor, Abstractor

Mora, New Mexico
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

E3J

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

V. P, S. C.
Myra

Al Matters entrusted to im dispatched with Promptness and Acouror
Your Business Kcspectiulljr Solicited

viththe government in the
cause of America for the
period of the wür

This war is to be won not by
one man or one thousand men or
one million men, or ten million
people. It is to be won by the
uniteb efforts of the individuals
of many nations.
Every American citizen has an
individual duty to preform an
individual share of the responsibility. The more powerful and
effective- - the American forces are
the shorter will be the war, and
the shorter the war the fewer
lives lost.

If our soldier poys deliberated
as long over doing their duty as
some of our people at home
hesitate over doing theirs the
victory would be doubtful.
Trader--

Give the Devil his due! De
natured Germans in the United
States are Americans and have
the same right to "life liberty
and the pursuit of happiness" as
others. Nature may visit the sins
of the fathers upon the'children.
even to the third or fourth generation, but we need not do so.
Besides, it was not a sin to be
of German extraction untill quite
recently. If the Germans here in
the U. S. prove by their acts that
this is really their government as
"well as our government, be liber
al and show them the courtesy
we would to each other,
--

T. 0. Scott and wife visited
their daughter, Mrs. Vernie
Kenoyer, in Dawsou several days
th3 week. They found rain and
mud all the way there but none

at home.
Carlos Branch has filed an
application for a Covtr.iment
position at Washington and has
assurance that he is needed in a
oepacity where his knowledge of
both English and Spanish will
be useful to the Government.
He is impatiently awaiting his
call to service since being rejected for Military servics both
aaa volunteer and under the
draft. We congratulate him
his chance to get on.

FOR SALE: B'ght Gaoi Poland China Tigs, weight 50 or 60
t

pounds.

T.O

s

r.

Rv.

tf--

.

At Reasonable Rates.

NEW MEX.

ROY,

C.B. STUBDLEFIELD

ROY,

has figured out
the reason for the Drought at

-

3rd Sunday
Church

V

Proprietor

at Roy

Christian

11am and 7:30pm.
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills

"

NewMex.

Ham
u

and 7:30 p m

W. C. Heaton,

Pastor

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

Roy. He claims that Mills refused
to have the big Hoggatt Excur
sion last spring on Sunday, and
as a result they have had plenty
of raiu while Roy entertained
this excursion, thus violating the
law which
the
Sabbath Day to keep it Holy."
andas a punishment, we have
had the drought. He finds this
injunction right beside the law
Walter Filbright of Castle,
ou
which
shit not kill"
Oklahoma,
an old friend of the
and believes it equally the law
Gilstrap
is here for his
Brothers
and punishable.
health. He came this week and
will stay and get the good of it
Rev. R. L. Matthews of Solano
He came to get Veil and wont
was in Roy between trains Monno for an answer.
take
day having his eye treated for a

Having leased the VARIETY
MACHINE WORKS- and GARAGE, TO Gilstrap Bros. We wish
to ask all those having accounts
with us, to please settle same,
leaving the amount with the ROY
TRUST & SAVINGS Bank.'
We wish to thank you for your
prompt attention in this matter
and also for the patronage you
have given us in the past. We
wish to further say that you
will find Gilstrap Bros, prepared
to carry on the business of the
VARIETY MACHINE WORKS
in even better shape than we
did and. also assure you that you
will make no mistáke in giving siight injury.
them your, patronage.
C. E. ANDERSON & SONS.
A fiock of five

& Co.

.(Incorporated)

Geo. N. Ames

Notice

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
v
11am and 7:30 p m.
i

Mechanics
PortAÍf
GASOLINE STA.
wpiAii Wrlr
",uin EPer

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge

Methodist Episcopal Church

Cars Housed and Cared for

Variety Machine Works,
GILSTRAP Bro's, Prop's.

Sundavs

1st and 3d

at Mosquero,

A. M.

11

7.30 P. M'

at Bradley,

3

P.M..

at Liberty,

2nd & 4th Sundays

11 A.M..
Solano, 3, P. M.
R. L. MATTHEW", Pastor,

er

says-"Th-

.

R, A. Pendleton.

.

Roy G arag e

i

-

or six Fords,
loaded with people from Nara-visstoped in Roy Monday even
ing for gas. They were a pleasure
party, headed for Springer and
some for the mountains above
They had driven through that
day and went on to their destina
tion. They report as very spotted
country all the way. some places
green and fine crops and the next
mile dry and sear as winter, and
many such changes along5 the
way.

a,

in Roy

Rev. Fr.

and LIVERY

It

--

THE UNIVERSAL) CAR

Oils and Auto Accessories,
Gasoline Stand,
Free Air.

A. C. Trujillo our member of
iunning condition
county Board, went to
the
and
or trade it for
Wagon Mound Wednesday in his
tar.:) machinery or young stock;
car On county business.
If you are leaving the mesa
yOa should not overlook this
me

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

is?

We also carry a Complete Line of

is in good
I will sell

proposition.
See
.and try the car.

"

all visitors.

Masses : 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

I

Auto nobile For

A cordial welcome extended to

Specialty

BELIEVE IN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, AS A
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE,
BY THE PEOPLE, FOR THE PEOPLE, WHOSE JUST POWERS ARE
DERIVED FROM THE CONSENT
OF THE GOVERNED! A DEMOCRACY IN A REPUBLIC! A SOVEREIGN NATION OF SOVEREIGN
A PERFECT
UNION
STATES;
ONE AND INSEPARABLE, ESTABLISHED UPON THE PRINCIPLES
OF FREEDOM,' EQUALITY, JUSTICE AND HUMANITY,
BELIEVE IT
I THEREFORE
IS MY DUTY TO MY COUNTRY
TO LOVE IT; TO SUPPORT ITS
TO OBEY ITS
CONSTITUTION'
LAWS: TO RESPECT ITS FLAGi
AGAINST
AND TO DEFEND IT
ALL ENEMIES.

E,

Defrkes, President

O.

at 7 o'clock.

We do all. kinds of Machine Work
Auto Repairing, Blacksmithing,
Woodwork, Lathe Work.
'
Horseshoeing is our

The American's Creed

)

Miss Lillian Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sundav'even-In- g

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENTS

This paper has enlisted

Church Directory

ZitNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at Christian Churcn.
Your
presence is nacessary.
F, É. IVEY Supt

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

.

"

Wednesday was
Roy with all the
and.nothin' doing
Many went to
help in their Red

like Sunday in
stores closed
about town.
Mosquero to
Cross

Special Sale
Ladies' Summer Skirts
10 percent off

ADVERTISED
LETTERS
Roy, Mora Co. New, Mexico,

BAPTIST

;

El Dorado Hotel

fourteen

dy

Services
Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM;.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
4th Sunday of each monthTat
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
11.00 a in. and 8.00 p. m..
A quiet, homelike Hotel
Communion service at the morn
one block from the
ing service.

Tourists and

PLEASANT

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find this the

2d

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

right place.

3,.

p.m.
MILLS

prior to July 13th

3rd Stonday
TO

farm of 230
acres in Southwestern MJssomii
for land near Roy.
Inquire at the
office.

Senor Jose Belles
Mr. Max Cruz,
Miss Maud Burns,
Mr. A. J. Robinson,
Miss Doloritas Cordova
'
Juan Pablo Cordova,
Mr. Porfirio De Hernandeá
Mr.;J. L. Harkey,
Lucos E. Gallegos,,

ROY

Las Vegas, N.M.

EL

Depot, in tha?
Main Business District

lit

CHRISTIAN

Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

July 13, 1918
The following is a
ofletters
remaining in the Post Office, at
Koy, New Mexico for more than

First Sunday in each montn..
Services 11, A. M.,
7.30, P. M.,
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.--

TRADE:--

a

S--

at

11.00 a..r&.8PMi.

O. W.

Hearn,. Pastor..

LODGE DIRECTORY

Miss Lill Wampler returned
Sunday from an extended visit
I.O.O.Fi
with friends in Illinois. She is
HOMESTEAD LODGE, 46;
glad to get back, home to her
Meets at its own Hall!
ciaim and the high, mesa even if
Every Wednesday
The above letters will remwa it has been dry this summer..
Evening
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
Visiting Brothers, alwayslwel
dtoys and if uncalled for at the
come.
White-Face- d
end of that time, same will be STRAYED; Á 2 year-ol- d
Chas. A.. Peare,, N. G.1
Bull with large horns,,
sent to the Division of Deads LetE. Wildman, Sec'y..
Branded,, J"rig,ht shoulder,
ters, San Francisco California.
Last seen
When calling for above letters tips ol ears cut off.
Rebekah Degree
near head of Burro Canyon.
please say "ADVERTISED." .
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
One cent postage Due will be Reward, for information leading
Meets 1st. and 3rdL Friday
28,
collected on any of the above to recovery of said animal.
Solano,
N.M.
UPTON.
delivered.
D.
L
Evening each month
letters
.

Men's Sport Shirts
Regular $1.50 Valuesr

..

Sale Pric- e-

95 cts.

Wm. G.

Boy's Sport Shirts
Special Pric- eRegular 75c Values,
45c.
Shoes
All Low-Cu- t
Oxfords and Sandals
10 percent off
Calico, Regular 25c.per
Week Only
6 Yards for a Dollar

Yard-SPECIAL--

Floersheim

MAPS.

C.N. ROARK
Clavton NewiMex.

One

MEXICO

at Solano, New Nexico.

.J. B.

LUSK

Attorney

at Law

Prompt and 'Careful Attentioa
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange
LONG-DISTANC-

N. G.

Secy.

Visitiag Sisters welcome

,

Roy Telephone Co.
Connects with

Mer-

Proofs and all
.land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.
Prompt Attention
Office

F. Hall

Lillian Griner.

Mrs.Grace Y. Ogden

Filings,

Prompt Attention

cantile Company
'NEW
ROY,

Records,

Miss

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

LAND PLATS of a,! kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
Office

I. C O.

Johnson; P. M.

ROY, N. M.

ROY

NEW, MEXICO

SELLING OUT?
Then you will have a
PUBLIC

PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Rural-Cor- n
mn ni ty Lines conand In termediate points.
Roy City Exchange,
nected;
Efficient Service- .

JE. GilstrapMgr

SALE.EZ3

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats-'- -

F. O. WHITE
Col
Hi3

address is MILLS N. II
You can. have SALE"T5rTJi
nristed and male datos or tha

iti&mM-

Hew Mexico.

ri.:
-

.

THE

ornen a i mnn
i

LUCIUS

KUEVO

mwi

LOS SOLDADOS
GENERAL

DE AZUCAR.

Boiled Dc.vn

for Busy Folks.
Iteturna, must be filed oa or before
'April 1, 1018.
Tax due mny be paid no'.v or on or

before June 13, 1918.
It you ore single and your net Income for 1017 wtis $1,000 or more you
must file a return.
If you were married nnd living with
wife (or husband) nnd bad n net Income of $2,00 or more for 1017 you
must file n return.
Husband's and wife's Income must
be considered Jointly, plus lujóme of
minor children.
Income of a minor or Incompetent,
derived 'from a separate estate, must
,be reported by his legal representative.
Severe penalties are provided for
those who neglect or evade the law.
Vor false or fraudulent return ther.i
is a penalty not exceeding $2,000 line
or year's Imprisonment, or both, plus
100 per cent, of tax.
For failure to make return on or
before April 1, 101S, tine Is from $20
to $1,000, plus 50 per cent, of tnx due.
Itetunw must be filed with the Collector of Internal Itevenue of district
In which you live.
An ugent may file return for a person who Is III, absent from the country

'or otherwise Incapacitated.
Kadi return must be signed and
fiworn or nllirmed by person execut-:n- r
it.
Single persons ere nllowed $1,000
exemption In computing normal tax.
A married person living with wife
(or husband) Is allowed $2,000 exemption, plus $200 for each dependent
child under 13.
A head of family, though single. Is
allowed $2,000 exemption If actually
'
Hipporling one or more relatives.
Iteturns must show the entire
EtMount of earnings, gains and profits
received during the year.
Officials nnd employees are not taxable on the salaries or wages received
from a state, county, city or town In
'the United States.
Interest on state nnd municipal
'bonds Issued within the U. S. Is exempt from federal Income tax and
should be omitted.
Interest on United States govern-tmen- t
bonds Is nls exempt, except on
individual holdings of Liberty Fours In
excess of $5,000 par value.
Dividends are not subject to normal
lax, but must be reported and Included
In net Income.
Gifts and legacies nre not Income
!nnd should not be include oil the return of the beneficiary.
Life Insurance received as a beneficiary or as premiums pal'! back at
maturity or surrender o( policy fs ntt
Income.
Payments received for real or personal property sold Is Dot Income, but
;1ho profit realized thereon Is Income
for the year of sale.
Amounts received In payment of
notes or mortgages Is not Income, ha'
tbe Interest on such 'notes or mortgages Is taxable Income.
From
(cross Income certain allowances are made In arriving
at the net Income.
Necessary expenses actually paid In
the conduct of business, trade or profession may be claimed.
A farmer can claim payments for
labor, seed, fertilizer, stock feed,
on buildings, except his dwelling;
'repairs of fences and farm machinery,
materials and small tools for Immediate use.
The amount of rent paid for n farra
may also be claimed as a tenant farm- :er's expense.
Payments for live stock are allowable If nought for resale. Hut If bought
ifof breeding purposes cnttle are an Investment, notsan expense, and cannot
bo allowed. '
A storekeeper can claim amounts
.paid for advertising, clerk hire, telephone, watertight and fuel, also dray-- '
(ge and freight hills and cost of operating and repairing wagons und

'trucks.
A physician

Coquville Oregon. He describes Department of the Interior, United
States Land Olficc, Clayton, N. M.
it as a ""Great Country with de- Contest No, 6039.
Y LpS ALIADOS
lightful climate and magnificent
July 13, 1918.
scenery.
To Mrs, Eva Taylor,
LO NECESITAN
Mrs. Fannie

EN LA ECONOMIA

EN

.

can claim cost of his

professional supplies, rent, office help,
telephonej expense of teem or automo-

bile used in making professional calls
and expenses attending medical conventions.
A dentist can claim similar items,
xcept team or auto expense, which
re uot necessary Infills profession.
Expenses that are personal or connected In- any wny with the support or
well being of o person or family are
not allowable.
The costs of machines. Instruments,
vejilcles or implements that are more
or less permanent' lii character are not
allowable as an expense. ,TIey are In-

Edgar Floersheira
La Administración do alimentos de
los EstadosUnldps quiere que el Pueblo
reduzca su consumo de azúcar para
todos fines al menos de una cuarta
parte de la presente cantidad consumida. La cosecha de azúcar es menos
d lo que se esperaba; es difícil conseguir buques para importar la cosecha extranjera; tenemos que proveer
á nuestra marina y al ejercito y &
nuestros aliados; y para prevenir una
carencia Importante será absolutamente necesario que cada uno use menos azúcar.
No use azúcar en su'café y reduzca
Vd. la cantldld usada en la mesa. Si
conserva Vd. frutas use la menor cantidad posible, se lo pide la administración de alimentos. La población
siempre ha contado
con expertos en el método de secar
frutas y legumbres, y la administración de alimentos está pidiendo á
en todas partes del estado, sequen más productos en vez de conservarlos, pues las conservas requieren
azúcar.
Kn las oficinas de Albuquerque se
están haciendo experimentos en la
desecación de legumbres que, se espera, serán muy utiles para aquellas
personas que no conocen el método.
Las personas que conservan frutas
pueden comprar 25 libras do azúcar.
Si más se necesitase serla menester
obtener permiso del administrador do
alimentos de condado, á quien se debe
mostrar la cantidad que conservar y
la cantidad de azúcar que ya ha sido
usada. Los residentes rurales quienes
necesitan cantidades más importantes
pueden obtenerlas de las tiendas con
tal quos presenten su permiso del administrador de condado. En cada caso
tendrá el comprador quo firmar certo-do-

tificados.
Los consumidores en casa pueden obtener tres libras da azúcar por persona
por mes. Solo dos libras se pueden
comprar á la vez por los consumidores
urbanos. Ixs que viven á distancias
mayores pueden comprar más á la
vez, pero solo con permiso del administrador de alimentos de condado.
DE ALILOS ADMINISTRADORES
DE
LA
ORDEN
RECIBEN
MENTOS
HACER OBSERVAR LAS LEYES.

Albuquerque, N. M. Que los reden
nombrados administradores de alimentos de condado tendrán que dar fuerza
á los reglamentos de alimentos sin
temor ni favor, mas que se debe aplicar
clemencia cuando, se merezca y usar
buen Juicio en casos individuales fué
la subtancla del consejo dado á los administradores por el administrador
general ,el Sr. Ely, y los miembros de
sue cuerpo de asistentes, en una conferencia celebrada aquí. Aunque se
admita que los delincuentes voluntarlos deben ser castigados hasta el limite de la pena, se hizo notar que los
más de ellospo son delincuentes voluntarlos sino personas que no conforman su conducta con la ley solo por
Ignorancia 6 negligencia. Se presentó
como cuestión de mucha importancia
la campaña de educación. Era interesante notar que casi todos los oradores de la conferencia alabaron á lo
supremo el espíritu de cooperación patriótica generalmente manifesto por la
poblacióir&e Nuevo Mexico., Los que
hablaron á los administradores de condado fueron; el administrador Ely; el
r
Bush; A. J.
Maloy de la división de .tiendas de
víveres; el Sr. Dlsque, de la división
de frljdles; el Senador Kerr, de la di
visión del hielo; E. N. Boule, de la división de Investigación y de obedencla
ft las leyes; El Juez R. P. Barnes, de
la miBina división; A. B. Betz, de la
la Sra. Isaac
división de la carne;
Barth, de la división de huertas; el
Teniente W. H. Gregory, Inspector; L.
M. Fee, de 'la división de dulcerías y
azúcar; E. Daño Johnson, división de
educación; "el Comandante J. II. Toulouse, secretarlo de campo, encargado
de la preparación de la conferencia y
otros.
Los administradores de condado presentes eran; T, C. Mil, del condado de
Colfax; Charles Scheurlch, del condado de Curry; Lytton R. Taylor, condado de Dofla Ana; Will Purdy, condado de Eddy: J. E. Evans, condado
de Grant; A. T, Hannett, condado de
McKinley; M. B. Goldenburg, condado
de Quay; R. R, Reuth, condado de Río
Arriba; el Dr. R. H. Bailey, condado
de Roosevelt; Phil Jaegels, condado de
Sandoval; el Juez Paraer, condado de
San Juan; Donald Stewart, condado de
San Miguel; M. T. Dunlavy, condado
de Santa Fé; Jorge Curry, condadóue
Socorro;, Neil Jehsen, coníado de Torrance; O. B. Erlckson, condado de,
asistente-administrado-

De-Bac-

'

vestments.
,
Interest pnlrt on a mortgage or other
personal Indebtedness Is'allowabl,
a personul return.
All taxes paid within the year can
be taken out on a federal return, except federal Income taxes, Inheritance
taies and assessments for local Improvement.
Losses sustained In business or
through fire, storjn or shipwreck or by
theft, except when compensated by Insurance or otherwise.
Wear and tear of rented buildings or
machinery used In business mir b

Los discursos revisaron todas láí
fases dé la situación de alimentos nacionales y de estado, siendo de Interés
particular la exposición de la situación
del trigo y del azúcar por el Administrador General Ely.

tm

Temple, tMis. Flora Bfker, Mrs. Emma Gardner BtnjaiHin, John, Atner,
Carter and William Cherry, Spring
field, 111. and Frederick Cherry, Kd- wardnville, 111.
as heirs of Amos J.
Cherry, la,te of' Roy, New Mexico and
Springfield, III. deceased;
Contestee

went to

Tucumcari Sunday
rt business
connected with the Draft.
FOR

Harrow,
Grain Drill, Both new,
W. A. DeFORCE, 7 milts
You are hereby
East of Mills. Address, Roy N.M tiano Rigoni who
SALE:--12-Dis-

c

10-Di-

notified that Ci is
gives
Roy, New
Mexico, as his Postoffc adJ ess, did,
"The German people is destin- 0.1 July 1st. 1918, file in tills office hi
ed for great things" says the duly corroborated application to con
Kaiser.
Including the greatest test and secure the cancellation of you'
nomestead entry, Serial number 06743,
licking in history.
made April. 3d, 190K,
for tha
SW S c. 10, Twf.
In order that the food regula- ,21 N. Rng.26E. NMPM.and, asground-fo- r
his contest he alleges that the said
tions may be better enforced!
Food Adm. Ralph Ely, has heirs af said Amps J. Cherry have n..t
appointed a county administrator resided on said land nor cultiyated
same, nor kept up the improvements
in each county.
The choice in thereon, Unce the death of said entry-man- ,
Mora County falls on Frank A.
in or about the year 1911; thin
Roy of Roy. We congratulate the names of the said heir, as neai
Mrs.
The state Adm'r on his choice as tLe contestant knews, are
but have a feeling of sympathy Kva Taylor, Mrs. Fannie Temple.Mrs.
Flora Baker,
Mrs. Emma Gardner,
for Frank. It is not a task a man Ilenjamin, John, Abner, Caoter, anc
would take if he had his choice.
vVilliamt'herry, a:l of Siringfiuld, III.
and Frederick Cherry, of Edwards'-v- i
Nit cvt i r ti íj .
Ho, I I ; that '.his
contestant d es
,
Iftjiiiariity u uacqualiy divided
know
of
ages
said
hot
the
heirs, but
iK'ti thoe who can't stand prosper.'?;
'!1 (hose who can't get any to Stan,' has reason to believe and does believe
Times-Sta-r
tt at, they are all over 21 years of age
and that saiJ deceased entryman left
no widow surviving him.
1

i
if

J!

You are, therefore, further notified
the said allegations will be taken
My Residence Property in hat
y this office as having been confess-j- d
Roy, including Twelve lots
by you, and your said entry will be
:ancelled thereunder without your furor part of the lots. Will sell ther
right to be
therein, either
the entire property for less 'efore this office heard
or on appeal, if you
than the house on it could be 'ail to file in this office within twenty
Jays after the FOURTH publication ol
built for in normal times.
;his notice, as shown below, your
See me at once as this
under oath, specifically meeting
property will be sold in a few md responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
days.
L,o file in this office due proof
that you
Al. S. HANSON, Roy, N.M have served a copy of your answer
n the said contestant either in per-lo- n
or by registered mail. If this
FOR SALE- :- Red Pigs, six lervice is made by the delivery of a
;opy of your answer to the contest-ui- t
weeks old. see
in person, proof of such service
G. R. ABERNATIIY, Roy. must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his
of the copy, showing the date of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ts receipt, or the affidavit of the per-w- n
by whom the delivery was made
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
stating when and where the copy was
Oilice at Clayton, New Mexico,
lelivcred; if made by registered mail,
June. 19, 1918
proof of such service must consist of
Notice is hereby given that Jemes' the affidavit
of the person by whom
H. Sansbury.
of Roy, N. M. who. the copy was mailed stating when and
on Decl7, 1914 made H. E. No0189!K) foi ihe postoffice to which it was mailed,
Twp. 19N. Rng. 25E and this affidavit must be accompanied
SI Section 14,
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of by the postmaster's receipt for the
letter.
intention to make Final Three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
You should state in your answer the
described, before F. JI. Foster, U. S. name of the postoffice to which you
Roy,
Commissioner at
N. M., on the desire future notices to be sent to you.
7th day of Aug. 1918.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Date of first publication, July 27, 1918
C F Wright
J L Smith
- - second
Aug. 3 G G Leach
Wm.G. Johnson
- - JO - - third
p
- 7 27
-- .
- fourth
All of Roy New Mexico
- .
17 - r,

re-:ei- pt

.

FIJAN LOS

PRECIOS,

JislL
't

ei9

A

KEEP

iAi in

7?.; VVd-i-

i Aiir

-

"THE WOODS ARE FULL" OF SMOOTH,

"

WY

SWINDLERS.
IF THEY HADJSOMETHING THAT WAS ANY GOOD, YOU
COULD GET IT FROM YOUR BANKE- R- OR YOU COULDN'T
GET IT AT ALL.
PUT YOUR MONEY IN OUR BANKi WE WILL CHEERFULLY
ADVISE YOU HOW TO INVEST IT SAFELY.

THAT'S

OUR

BUSINESS1

COME TO OUR BANK,

Roy Trust& Savings Bank
According to an announcement by
the war trade board a special license
This nation, under God, shall
has been Issued covering shipments
have new birth oi freedom,
made by persons In the fnlted States',
ad that government of the
to, and for the personal use of, Individ-- ;
people, by the people, for the
mils serving In the United States army
people, shall not perish from
or navy or the American Red Cross i
the earth. Lincoln.
i
abroad.
,
This license does not permit ship- - J
metits by persons In this country to j
American prisoners of war, but has i
HERE'S TO OLD GLORY, GOD been Issued to
facilitate small personal J
BLESS HERI
shipments to soldiers nnd sailors nnd
Red Cross workers by doing away
If anyone attempts to haul down with the necessity of securing an Indi- the American flag, shoot him on the vidual export license In each case, i
spot
John A. Dix.
Shipments by mall under this license',
must be.mndo In accordance with thej
regulations of the post ofllce depart-- ;
ment.
If It becomes necessary later i
to limit this license to certain spec!-- .'

through the press.
The United States rifle, model ofj
commonly called the modified
Enfield, has now been tested In the
service 7f the army a sufficient tlraej
to warrant the assertion that It more1,
than Justifies he claims made for ltj
according to a statement uuthorlxeoV
by the secretary of war.
The new rifle Inkes a 30Vallber car- -;
fridge, which has the ndvantage overj
the British Enfield of being rlralesa.;
I! has been found that unless rlra car-- j
1917,

Improved Farm for Sale

.

f

;

any number. Call on
F. S. BROWN, Roy, N. M.
.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Thomaa E Sansbury,
of Roy, N. M.
who on Dec. 17, 1914 made II E

Water,
i,
Section, 11,
for
i bill's
regrMs were fo!
a
Sec. 14 Town-hi- p
NWi: and WJ-Nby the bishop of Bunbury, Australia
ION Binge 25E NMPMeridinnhas
The bishop formerly held the see c
filed notice of intention to make Final Melanesia, which comprises what used
Three year proof te establish claim to be called the "Cannibal Islands."
to the land above described, before
There he hud for sertant n young naF H Foster U S Commissioner at his tive who, before his conversion, had
office at Roy, N. M., on Aug? 7th 1918 been a cannibal. One day (he bishop
received, among presents from home
Claimant names as witnesses:
a tin of sheep's tongues, on which he
C K wnght
JL Smith
Th6
made a raid for hjs luncheon.
W m. G Johnson
G G Leach
"boy" looked (ou, his mouth watering,
Al! of Roy, NeW Mexico,
put with perplexity writ large on his
'
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
face. He afterward confessed that he
V
though' the tongues were liuinai),'ami
that his episcopal master hud relapset'
The dish rémlndec
Into cannibalism.
hi in of a delicacy whxh had been tht?
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
delight of his unregentrate 4ays.
Mads

Wj-SW-

hU r.o'Jth

n

E

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
July 18 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Juanita Rodriguez of Wagon Mound
N.M. who on Oct. 6th 1914 made home
stead entry nt 021943, for
Section 29 Township 21 N. Range
21 E. N. Al- P. Meridian, hat
filed notice of intention to make Three
year proof to establish claim to the
land above (described, before Stanley
A. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner at Wag- Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
on Mound, N. M., on the 6 lth day of
'
Sept. 1918
June 19, 1918
Notice is hereby given that John J.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lauriano Bernal,
Porfirio Durao, Taylor, of Roy, New Mexico, who on
yecere,
Maxamiliano Graham, Seet8. 1914. made HE. No. 017969 for
Jose
Sec.8
SW: SWi-Nall of Wagon Mound, N. M.
Section 17,
and
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
Range 2E N.M.P,
Township 19N.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year final proof to estabI can loan, you MONEY on your lish ckim to the land above described
before F H Foster, U S Com, at Roy
Final Receipt as well as on Pat- N M on the 8 Hi
day of Aug. 1918.
ented or Deeded land. Come let Claimant names as witnesses:
l
BauiH
Earl Baunv
us talk to you about your loan '
M
N.
Clarece Leffler
Baker
:""
3. E. WtLDMAife
All of Roy New Mexico
Loan and Insurance Agency,
i
PAZ VALVB$DE,
' "
ROY, N.M.
OfireratYesickmce,
7. 27
Register, '

notice will be given

fled commodities

For ninety days I will offer my
farm of 320 acres at Liberty
PAZ VALVERDE,
School 13 miles northeast of Roy
Register.
for $4, 200. 00, cash.
.ESTRAY:- - One bay mare 6
This farm is well improved has
years old, weight 600 lbs, 14 good new house of 6 rooms, good
hands, Branded B. on left hip. well and windmill, barn, all fenc
Report to Bentara Sandoval, ed and 160 acres under cultiva
Roy, N. M.
tion, Rural Free Delivery, and
telephone, 200 yards to School
and church, Good young orchard,
NOTICE
OS PUBLICATION.
STRAYED: -- Bay colt, one yr.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land of three acres with shade trees
old, unbranded, Reward for inand windbreak. Good neighborOffice at Clayton, New Mexico,
formation leading to recovery.
Apply to
hood.
June. 19, 1918
T. A. SMITH, Roy, N. M. Notice is hereby given that
L. A. CANON Roy N.M.

sizes

PLAUSIBLE

MEN WHO ARE GOING AROUND PEDDLING MOST ENTIC-IN- C
SCHEMES. , THEY HAVE GOLD ENGRAVED CERTIFI- ARK
ATES AND A CONVINCING LINE OF TALKi BUT

.

SALE:-A- 11

iS'T

';

AND HAVE

--

PIGS FOR

W.

5 '

IN OUR BANK

be-v-

For Sale

--ra 5

ill

7--

trldges are fed through the magazine
'
with the rim of the topi
cartridge ahead of the rim of the one.
Immediately below, Jams are likely t
uniformly

occur.
The model f 1917 bat an overall!
length of 46.3 Inches; a total welghti
Including oiler and thong case andj
bayonet of ten pounds nnd five ounces.)
The breech mechanism Is of the bolfc

j

'

.

The Roy

.

'.

developments

ly specialized

brought!

the war. At Its close the soe--j
eessfnl graduates will be sent on for.
training, after;
a month's advanced
which they will be organized Into unlta
out

In

nnd sent overseas,
Men with the highest grades will
given still further training for commls-- l
sions as photographic Intelligence of- -l
fleers, first at a school and then In ae- -i
tual flights at the flying fields.

bj

!

long-Urn-

e

t

applications.

'

Drugstore

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
' Perodicals
andj Stationery

r

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop,
ROY,

;

During the month of January
wey paid out to farmers of !
the United States by tho federal land 1
I
banks on
loans, according t a statement by the !
federal farm loan board.
On February 1 fhe total amount
f
money paid out to farmers since tbe !
establishment of the federal lanfl
hanks was $00,782,432, covering 24.020 I
Joans: closed.
The total amount of;
Joans applied for np to February
was 260,5!5P,8Í1, representing 112,148
787,517

W-i-

-

j

In thejiew school opened at ItocheiH
ter, N. T to train photographers fori
the Signal corps, Ihe primary training will cover four weeks along high-

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

7

LOB TRILLADORES

Una convención de trilladores celebrada ál mismo tjempo fijó los precios
de trillar trigo é. un bushel poriea,
oncrf y doee trillados según las condiclaimed.
cione locales. J. P. Jacobson, jefe de
l'ou can also claim the ammnf paid I división de trllladuraaoonafijó'iilia'
:to the Red Cross and lo other ehartta-- " trilla mas limpia y. nní'BÍlflciíolón
tkl
vullúrlmia At olnellttonal Amrnitlva.
quieren
outdada si los cultivado
per cent tM mas
ttetetbrlnt-i-15- i
reofbir el preelo que piden por so
;
Mt Income.
'

NOTICE OF CONTEST

Frank Howell, late of Mofax
to be sent to
writes for iris
S--

TAX IN BRIEF
Th9 Requirements

DEBE AYUDAR

MEXICO

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.-Me-x.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE HEWS
RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES

Herbert C. Hoover, American food
controller, arrived Friday at a British
port from America.
The lower bouse of the Hungarian
diet has rejected the government's
measure giving the vote to women.
The congress of the general Federation of Labor at Paris approved President Wilson's peace principles.
In order to show their appreciation
of General Gouraud's defense of
Rhelms, the authorities have donated
60,000 bottles of champagne to the
troops of General Gouraud's arm.
war minister
The
says a Vienna dispatch to the Vos.
sische Zeltung, announces that far
more than 500,000 Austrian war prisoners already have returned from
Russia.
The Cologne Gazette says thirteen
revolutionary Socialists implicated in
the assassination of Count von
the German ambassador to Russia, have been executed and many others are under arrest.
France was thrilled by the news that
on the fourth day of the German offensive French and American troops
snatched the initiative from the enemy by surprise and soundly beat oft
his divisions on a thirty-mil- e
front.
The decision of the Poles of Austrian
Silesia to Join the Czechs in common
opposition to the governments of the
central powers has provoked great enthusiasm In Bohemia and Moravia,
said an official dispatch from Zurich.
American troops continue to hold the
plateau southwest of Solssons, where
on Thursday the Germans made their
first organized counter áttack. This
fell down, however, as soon as the
American heavy artillery got into action on Friday.
Gen. John J. Pershing has been
awarded the grand cross of the Order
of the Bath, and Gen. Tasker H. Bliss,
American representative on the supreme war council, has bi given the
grand cross of the Order of St. Michael
and St. George.
The heart of the American nation
was in France Thursday night. It
marched and fought proudly with the
boys who went over the top during the
morning and still were gallantly
smashing their way ahead beside their
French comrades late m the day.
Austro-Hungarla-

SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Knurl

N.wipap.r Union N.wse.rvlee.

Mir-bac-

ABOUT THE WAE
Allied forces have occupied Kem on
the Murman coast, according to the
Frankfurter Zeltung.
The armored cruiser San Diego was
sunk not far from the entrance of New
York harbor.
The United States supply ship West-OTe- r
was torpedoed and sunk In
European waters.
Scottish troops captured the Tillage
of Meteren, together with more than
100 prisoners and a number of machine

funs.
offensive beThe
tween the Alsne and the Marne yielded up to Friday 17,000 prisoners and
more than 860 guns captured by the
allies.
General Pershing's communique for
Thursday reports that In the American sector on the Marne the enemy
has been entirely driven from the
south bank.
Friday saw the Germans lose additional ground along the Marne to the
French and Italian troops. East of
Rhelms the Germans have not seen
fit to resume the fighting.
The Australians, with artillery help
which opened ahead of them, pounced
upon the German outposts, and In a
very short time sent in seventy prisoners to add to the sixty taken in the
ruins of Meteren.
In Albania the French and Italian
troops continue to make progress
against the Austrians, and in the Italian sector, up In the mountains,
peated Austrian attacks have been repulsed by the Italians.
Notwithstanding the fact that the
Germans have thrown large reinforcements Into the new battle line between
Solssons and the region of Chateau
Thierry, they could not stem the onslaughts of American and French
troops. Friday the Americans and
French battered their way eastward
Into the deep triangle which has Sols- sons, Rhelms and Chateau Thierry as
Its points.
Franco-America-

n

n

WESTERN

SPORT
The Southeastern Fair Association
will give over $30,000 in purses for its
grand circuit meeting, which will be
held at Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 14 to 19.
Professional baseball was held nonessential occupation under the army
work or fight order by Secretary Baker. "I have decided that the work or
fight regulations Include baseball,"
said Mr. Baker in announcing his decision.
"Pop" peers, the veteran reinsman,
at Kalamazoo, Mich., made a clean
sweep of the three events that marked
the closing of the Grand Circuit meeting. He won the
trot with
St. Frisco; took the 2:11 trot with
Heir Reaper and headed the field with
l
June Red in the 2:13 trot. The
trot was the feature, St. Frisco,
Lu Princeton, Royal Mack and Bacilli
starting.
free-for-a- ll

ships of 439.-80Contracts for sixty-ondeadweight tons were announced
by the shipping board.
Joseph Howell, representative in
Congress from Utah for fourteen years
who retired two years ago, died at his
home at Logan, Utah. He was 61
years old and a native of Bingham
City, Utah.
Thomas J. Mooney, under sentence
of death following his conviction of
murder In connection with the Preparedness day bomb explosion at San
Francisco in July, 1916,'was transferred from the county Jail in San
Francisco to the state penitentiary at
San Quentln to await execution, now
fixed for Aug. 23.
Lester Ramsey, 18, of Boulder, Colo.,
stationed with the quartermaster's department at Camp Mills, Long Island,
was found dead on a lonely road near
McKeeaport, Pa., according to a telegram received at Boulder. A revolver
with one chamber empty was on the
ground beside the body. It Is believed
the young man committed suicide. .
e

0

free-for-al-

FRENCH CAPTURE

Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Wlit

N.w.pap.r Union Nawa Sarvlc.
COMING EVENTS.
Round-u- p
Aug.
and Sports Car-- 1
nival at Magdalena.
UcloDer
Annual meeting New Mexico
Public Health Aisociailon.
Large shipments of wool are being
.made from Magdalena.
Gallup sold its $81,000 water bonds
at a premium of $2,100.
Work on Santa Fé's new high
school building is nearlng completion.
'

'

While bathing In the Pecos river at
'Artesia, Stanley Zwescbke, 23, was
drowned.
The contract for the Indian school's
new buildings at Crown Point has been
let for $70,000.
New Mexico has apparently won its
contention with Colorado as to the
disputed boundary.
has granted par, Governor Lindsey
dons to John Green, Henry McNleve
'
and Enacto Romero.
Capt. R. C. Reid reports that there
are 84,415 registrants in the state on
rolls at a cost of $52,479.
There is no avenue of escape from
payment of the road tax If you are a
male between 21 and 60.
New Mexico will send 200 men to
Camp Cody as her share of the 46,000
draft men called in August
Half a hundred women at Las Cruces have signed an agreement to help
harvest this year's fruit crop.
The range looks fine in the region
about Gallup, and they have had good
rains all through McKlnley county.
A garage, containing a number of
automobiles, was destroyed by fire at
Silver City, causing a loss of $25,000.
The boys' and girls' club work, sponsored and directed by the State College, is prospering in New. Mexico.
About 170,000 acres of agricultural
and grazing lands were sold by the
State Land Board at a sale at Clayton.
Len

Stroud, champion trick and
fancy rider, has his horses at Magdalena and will compete in the round-up

Aug.
Employés

of the transportation departments of the railroads are now
getting pay under the increased federal scale.
There will be more women candidates for county school superintendent In New Mexico this year than two
years ago.
Due to the gain In receipts from the
sale of stamps, the postoffice at
was raised from the third to
the second class.
The second quarterly meeting of
the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
Growers' Association will be held In
Alamogordo

Aug. 1.

Bishop's ranch, formerly owned by
a bishop of Santa Fé, has become
"Bishop's Lodge,'' and now is owned
by the Bishop's Lodge Company.
GENERAL
Czecho-SlovakCattlemen of the western district are
One hundred
were
given permits to leave the country to to be asked to give to the mountain diJoin the allied forces In France by the vision of the Red Cross one heifer for
each 500 head of cattle which tbey
enemy alien bureau in New York.
Mrs. H. C. MacDonald
of Butte, own.
According to a report of the U. S.
Mont., filed with Secretary of State
Stewart, as a candidate for Congress Food Administration, the total amount
on the Democratic ticket in the west- of pinto beans shipped from New Mex-- !
Ico the past season was 9,174,300
ern district.
pounds.
Is
University
bequeathed
nearYale
Charles Mlcklwey, 13, died at Raton
ly $20,000,000 by the will of the late
John W. Sterling, a New York lawyer, as the result of Injuries received
who graduated from the institution In when he fell from a Rocky Mountain
train which he was attempting to
1864 and died a bachelor July 5.
board at Otero.
The British transport Carpathla,
Fire, said to have started in a gatons gross, has been sunk by a
German submarine off the Irish coast rage when a clgaret was thrown on
while outward bound from a British the floor, swept an entire business
block at Demlng and caused damages
port, it was learned in New York.
estimated at more than $100,000.
The work of enrolling 1,000,000
WASHINGTON
Under the recent call, New Mexico
President Wilson signed the annual women of the United States pledged to will supply ninety trained nurses.
f
Liberty
Loan
of
fourth
the
sell
rivers and harbors appropriation bill
With opinion by Justice Roberts,
of $6,000,000,000, was begun at a concarrying $23,000,000.
from all Justices Hanna and Parker concurof representatives
ference
Food valued at approximately
parts of the country at Chicago under ring, the State Supreme Court afwas sent to the allied counthe auspices of the national woman's firmed the lower court in its decision
tries from the United States during the Liberty Loan committee.
that the Albuquerque water bonds are
fiscal year which ended June 30.
valid.
Elysla,
steamship
The Anchor line
Strength and growth of the federal
Mrs. Numa Deymond, president of
reserve system was shown by the fed- 397 tons gross, was sunk by a German the Women's Improvement AssociaMay
23
in
the
Mediterran
submarine
eral reserve boards' report that on
tion, hfts agreed to donate $2,500 for
May 10, the 8,132 member banks had ean while carrying cargo from the far the construction of a swimming pool
19 by a
reported
July
was
It
East,
Intotal resources of $24,070,000,000, an
passenger arriving on a British steam- at Las Cruces. It will be built In the
crease of $92,000,000 since Dec. 31.
ship. The Elysia was one of a convoy rear of the Methodist church.
Italy got another credit of
The federal, government will assist
twenty-twvessels. The crew was
of
000 from the United States governNew Mexico in building a highway of
'
saved.
ment Friday and Belgium was given
concrete from Mesquite, on the state
The largest crops of beans, sugar line, to Las Cruces, a distance of
$9,000,000
additional.' This makes
Italys' total loans from the United beets and peanuts ever grown In the eleven miles. It will connect with
States $760,000,000, Belgium's total United States are in prospect for this the Texas concrete road to El Paso.
$145,250,000 and all the allies' loans yeais' harvest.
Department of AgriBallots for the proposed bond issue
$6,380,040,000.
culture production forecasts show an of $200,000 to be used at the forthj.
The Navy Department Saturday increase over last year of 19,600,000 coming election
in passing on the
morning received Information that two bushels In the peanut crop, with a to- question of authorizing the erection of
steamships which are proceeding to an tal of 79,704,000 bushels; an Increase an addition to the state house will
unnamed port have aboard 1,156 offi- of almost 6,000,000 bushels in the bean have to be printed and the cost borne
cers and men of the United States crop, with a total of 19,791,000 bushels by the various counties, according to
cruiser San Diego. These are in addi- and an increase of 267,000 tons in the an opinion rendered to Secretary of
tion to two officers and thirty men sugar beet prop, with a total of 6,247,-000- - State Lucero by the attorney general's
tons.
previously reported landed. "
office.
Responsibility for the sinking of the
Operating income of 180 of the largJ. F. Tanner and a man giving the
est railroads and fifteen switching and excursion steamer Columbia on the Il name of Heffner, were stripped to the
terminal companies last May showed linois river between Peoria and Pekin, waists by a crowd of workingmen at
East Las Vegas and one tarred and
a net decrease of $15,796,18?; ompared July 5, with the loss of ninety-twwith the same month a year ago,. final lives, is placed upon Capt. H. F. Mehl feathered and the other smeared with
reports to the Interstate Commerce' and Pilot George T. Williams, in a re- tar and with hair taken from a mat
tress. The men were alleged to be
Commission show. The total operating port to Secretary of Commerce
from Reese V. Downs and George I. W. W. organizers.
Income, was, $76,978,941, while that of
R. Bower, the steamboat inspectors
y
The State Highway Department has
before waB $92,775,128.
reported that it, now has 336 men at
Fifteen states were called upon by who Investigated the river disaster.
Miss Jeanntte Rankin,' congress- - work on state roads, besides 127
Provost Marshal General Crowder for
twenty-fiv- e
é
teams
7,000 draft'regiátránts, fit for general woman from Montana filed with the
military service, to be sent to schools secretary of state, announcement of and nine motor trucks. This is in addifor special training. The movement her candidacy for the United States tion to road work being done by counties and municipalities.
Senate on the Republican ticket
will be between Aug. 1 and 15.
s
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CHATEAU THIERRY
CROWN PRINCE'S ARMY IN PERIL
AS ALLIES TAKE TOWNS AND
GO AHEAD ON WHOLE LINE.

MARNE CLEARED OF FOE
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IT

RSighry Poor Policy to Worry Along Thus Handicapped When Health and Strength Is So Needed
woman handicapped with a bad back in these times when
THE man ortneu
is so necea sary, ia indeed crippled. It's mighty poor

DIGS HOLES IN HUN LINES,
AND GERMANS RETREAT.

policy to worry along with an aching back day after day work is neglected
and the simplest duties are a burden. Plowing, planting, harvesting, churning, the daily housework all throw a heavy strain on the kidneys and kidney
ills, with attendant backache, are a common result1 Don't waitl Neglect
may mean gravel, dropsy or Bright' disease. Get a box of Doan's Kidney
Pills today. They have helped thousands, They should help you.

Weatern Newspaper Union Newa Service.

London, July 22. "No Germans re
main south ol the Marne except prls
oners and dead." This message was
sent by the Reuter correspondent at
French headquarters and timed Sat
urday evening.

Personal Reporto of Real Cases
A COLORADO CASE.
Mrs. Pearl E. Miller, 110 W.
Abriendo St., Pueblo, Colo., says:
"I suffered from kidney trouble
since I was 14 years old and I
bad backache. Being on my feet
o many hours during the day
made me worse. One day I was
suddenly taken with a sharp pain
In the small of my back and for
two weeks I was in bed, as helpless as If I was paralysed My
feet and ankles were swollen and
my kidneys acted too often. After using Doan's Kidney Pilla I
was able to get up and as I continued their use I regained my
health. I have never had any kidney trouble since and give Doan's
the credit for saving my lite."

Victories for the allied arms are
multiplying.
Over the entire sixty
mile front running from Solssons to
Rhelms the allied troops are fighting
with a determination that brooks no
denial. The Germans .are giving
ground, though stubborn resistance is
being offered on some sectors. Further indentations have been made in
the German line between Solssons
and Chateau Thierry by the Ameri
cans and French. Practically all the
gains of the German drive south ot
the Marne have been blotted out

ANOTHER COLORADO CASE
F. W. Conrad, prop, of cigar
tore, 1328 Pearl St., Boulder,
Colo., says: "Doan's Kidney Pills
(Treat value to me in
firoved ofdifficulties
arising from
disordered kidneys.
Backache
was the worst symptom 1 had,
but Doan's Kidney Pills greatly
benefited me. At times since then
I have used Doan's Kidney Pills
when I have had a slight return
of the trouble. I have always had
prompt and satisfactory benefit."
(Statement given September 14,
1906.)
'

CONTINUED CONFIDENCE.
On February 24, 1917, Mr. Con-

rad said: "I have publicly

recom-

mended Doan's Kidney Pills tor
more than fifteen years. I am
glad to confirm all that I have
said before In their praise. Doan's
Kidney Pills are of unquestionable
merit"'

Chateau Thierry, which represents th
point in the battle line where th
Germans had driven their wedge near
est to Paris, has been recaptured by
the French troops, and almost simultaneously the village of Brasles, two
mile3 eastward, and the heights to the
MW
p..t urn. f- at v m
Rm A All Ct.- -.
north of the village fell into their
bands.
iiíiíiiiiIi
lili
ii.i
ii
.mu
mi
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I 1,1
Acting in harmony with the move
Social
Distinction.
Just a Dream.
ment on Chateau Thierry, American
Golfer Anyone ahead of us, caddie?
"I dreamt I dwelt in marble halls."
and French troops northwest of the
Caddie Yes, sir; a gentleman wltb
city broke through the German lines
"Ehr
a raddle and a man carryln' for
"Fell nsleep In the union depot."
and at some points advanced more
than three miles. "The French hold Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
the entire southern bank of the Marne.
More than 20,000 prisoners and more
than 400 guns have been captured."
To the north along the Ourcq val
ley the French are making progress
toward the Important Junction town
while the
of
operations south and southeast of
Solssons are keeping time with those
along the other parts of the front.
The entire southern bank of the
Marne having been cleared of enemy
forces, French, British and Italian
troops now are harassing those south
west ot Rhelms, and they have been
forced to fall back in the Courton
wood, the Ardre valley and near St.
Euphralse.
With the capture of Chateau Thier
ry and the fast progress of the French
and Americans eastward from the
El
northern sectors, the plight of the Germans In the southwestern portion of
'Before the war, a distinsalient becomes
the Soissons-Rhelmimguished French Officer, General
Increasingly hazardous. It is not
probable when stock is taken large
Maitrot, wrote a series of arnumbers of prisoners and quantities of
guns and war stores will be found to
teles in the 'Echo de Paris' to
have been seized by the allied troops.
warn France, that in case of
Aviators continue to lend assistance,
war, the French meat industry
scouting the back areas and harassing
the retreating Germans with- their mawould be unable to supply the
chine guns. Notable work has been
French army in the field with
done by American Indians for General
Pershings' men, the aborigines taking
fresh meat, owing especially
a prominent part In characteristic
'
to the lack of modern refrigerWestern fashion in scouting in the
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How France Has
Been Fed

s
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ating plants and of refrigerating
transportation, and too, owing
to the deficiency in the national
herd."

Marne region.

British Casualties Lightest In Months.
British casualties pub
London.
lished In official lists during the week
ending July 20, totaled 16.971, the
lightest In several months. They were
Killed, officers,
divided as follows:

.

MAJ. THEO. ROOSEVELT

INJURED.

the war began the
army
has never been
French
short of fresh meat, thanks
mainly to the prosperous condition of the American meat industry, and too, to the American
live stock breeders."

lie

German Aviators Drop Note Confirm
ing Death of Lieut. Quentln
Roosevelt.
Oyster Bay, N. Y., July 22. MaJ.
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.,1 has been
slightly wounded and taken to a hospital In Paris, according to a cable
message received by Colonel Theodore
Roosevelt, from his daughter-in-law- ,
Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.

The foregoing statement was made by a
representative of the

The cablegram was sent from Paris,
where Mrs. Roosevelt Is in a Red
Cross hospital. It read: "Ted wounded. Not seriously. Here with me. Not
any danger. No cause for anxiety."
The news of Major Roosevelts' hav
ing been wounded followed Immediate
ly the report from Paris that German
aviators had dropped a note behind the
allied lines confirming fears of the
death ot Lieut. Quentln Roosevelt in
an aerial engagement.

Allies now in the United
States.
Another representative
of the Allies said recently:
!'

"that the American packers
have been of the greatest possible assistance to the Allies

Report Former Czar Nicholas Shot.
London. Former. Emperor Nicholas
of Russia has been shot, a Russian

wireless statement announces.
Sinks Three Ships.
Orleans, Mass. An . enemy subma
rine attacked a tow off the easternmost point of Cape Cod Sunday, sank
three barges, set a fourth and their
tug on fire and dropped four shells on
the mainland. The action lasted' an
hour and was unchallenged except for
two hydroplanes. The crews of the
and includtow, numbering forty-on- e
ing three women and five children, escaped amid the shell fire in lifeboats.
Several were wounded, but only one
seriously.

'

"Since

Wounded, 230 and
91; men, 1,411.
9,962. Missing, 61 and 8,216.

one-hal-
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and have, by their efficient cooperation, contributed in the
utmost degree to the successful
prosecution of the war."

Swift & Company, U.S. A.
it
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' conserved by operation of machines
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THRASH

WITH CARE AND ELIMINATE

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)

The wuste of grain through
the inefficient operation of
thrashing machines, though not
a serious mutter to the indlvld-- ;
ual farmer, Is a matter of
millions of bushels to the
nation as a whole and to the na- tlons that just now are looking
to us for food to ward oft fam-- !
ine.
When we consider that
there are 6,000,000 farms In the
'
United States, It is .evident that
'
a waste of only a bushel a set
would be an enormous loss In
the aggregate.
per-!ha-

.

If the thrashing machines of the
country wasted only three or four
bushels of grain out of every thousand
they thrash, the loss of wheat alone in
the United States every year would
equal a quantity sufficient to furnish a
normal supply of bread to a million
people for nearly half a year. The present Importance of keeping thrashing
machines at their highest point of efficiency thus Is easily seen.
It Is probably not possible to save
all the grain, even with the most efficient operation under the best field
conditions. However, the careless operator who does not know just what
the different parts of his machine are
ior, or who does not watch them closely while the separator is running, may
waste a great amount of grain unnecessarily. He will surely have to make
frequent stops for repairs and adjustments. Every time a machine stops,
the whole crew, usually several men
and teams, must be Idle Until it starts
nguin, a loss of time to everybody concerned.
Failure to Separate.
If a machine fails to separate all
the grain from the straw, it is usually
lue to one or more of the following
cuuses: (1) The machine is not being
run at its proper speed, (2) it is being
crowded beyond its capacity, (3) the
cylinder falls to thrash all the kernels
out of the heads, (4) the separating
mechanism is not level, or (5) the
blast is not adjusted properly.
Cracked grain is another source of
waste which may become serious.
Cracked grain may be due to excessive
speed of the cylinder, to the cylinder
being too close to the concave teeth,
or to grain being returned in the tailings elevator and run through the cylinder repeatedly. Loss both from poor
separation and cracked grain can be
prevented in a large measure by proper
ndjustment of the machine and attention to it while In operation.
.

,

Reduce Loss of Time.
The loss of time due to stops on account of breakage and wearing parts
getting out of adjustment, so frequent
with thrashing machines, can be greatly reduced and the life of the separa-

tor lengthened appreciably if the

ma-

chine Is overhauled preparatory to
starting the season's work and all the
parts put In good repair and adjustment, and afterward watched intelligently while In operation. If the grain
Is to be thrashed rapidly and waste reduced to a minimum, it Is essential
.that the engine should have safflcient
power and the belt pulley be of the
right size to run the separator at the
proper speed at all times. The speed
in revolutions per minute at which the
cylinder should run is invariably
stated by the manufacturer In the Instructions accompanying the machine
and Is often stamped on the machine
itself. A variation of more than a few
per cent either above or below this
Rtated speed is sufficient to Impair seriously the efficiency of the entire machine.
Since

this is so important, the
thrasherman should be sure that his
engine will not only develop sufficient
power to drive the machine at the
proper speed with the ordinary load,
but that It also has enough reserve
power to maintain normal speed for a
few seconds under a heavy load. Even
with the most careful feeding, occasional choking will occur, and, if the
engine cannot maintain its regular
speed with a slight overload, more or
less loss of grain will be unavoidable.
Don't Guess at Speed.
The operator should not guess at the
speed of the machine, for a variation
of 5 per cent may reduce its efficiency.
The only way to determine the speed
satisfactorily as closely as this is to
use a speed indicator. If a speed Indicator was not furnished with the machine, a good one can be purchased for
$2 or less. One of these will last lor
years, and will enable the thrasherman
to determine at any time the speeds at
which his machine is running.
A thrashing machiné cannot be expected to do good work unless the belting and pulleys are kept in good condi

WASTE OF GRAIN.

tion. The speed at which the different
parts should run and the power required to drive them are carefully cat
culated.
The pulleys mut be kept in line so
that the entire surface of the belt will
run on them If all the power is to be
transmitted. Also the strain on a belt
is much greater if it is allowed to project over one side of a pulley, and
thus be pulled across the rim. A belt
will hot stay on the pulleys unless the
shafts are parallel. If a belt is too
loose, there will be a constant tendency for it to slip on the pulleys and
the parts which It drives will not have
their proper speed. Such a belt also
tends to run off the pulleys and wear
out the belt and the pulley facings.
On the other hand, a belt should not
be too tight.
Whenever the lagging comes off a
pulley, It should be replaced immediately. Covered Iron pulleys have
considerably more adhesion than uncovered ones of the same size with the
same belt tension. The Important
thing In covering a pulley is to get the
leather or other lagging as tight as
possible. Otherwise Is will soon pull
off again. ' Obviously, the noils or rivets should not be left projecting aboVe
the surface to injure the belt.
Running Leather Belts."
All leather belts should be run with
the grain or hair side next to the pulley. The outside of a belt must stretch
a little every time It goes over a pulley, and, as the flesh side is more elastic than the hair side, the belt will
last longer If run in this manner. Also
the grain side is smoother and will
transmit more power because it brings
more surface into actual contact with
the face of the pulley. A leather belt
which hns become dry and hard can
be made soft and pliable again by
cleaning It thoroughly und, applying
nent's-foo- t
oil, castor oil, or some other
reliable belt dressing.
v .
Kosln or mixtures containing enough
rosin to leave the surface of the belt
in a sticky condition should not be
used to keep belt from slipping. They
will make the belt more adhesive for
a short time, but it will soon become
glazed and slip more than before the
rosin was applied. Lubricating oil is
injurious to ail kinds of belting, which
should be kept as nearly free as possible from this substance. A leather
belt that has become saturated with
oil can be restored in large measure by
scraping it as clean as possible and
packing it in dry sawdust for three or
four days. Sponging the belt with gasoline, or even dipping it, will remove
the oil quickly. Too much gasoline,
however, may take all the dressing out
of the belt, and if it seems too dry
after the gasoline has evaporated,
more dressing should be applied. Oil
can be washed off a rubber belt with
soap and water without Injury to the
belt.
The lacing of a Ijelt should be such
that it will pass over the pulleys with
little or no shock or Jar. A lacing
should be fastened otherwise than by
tying a knot, especially If the belt runs
over an idler or tightener.
Service of Separator.
The total amount of service which a
separator will give depends more than
anything else upon the care and oiling
of the bearings. This is especially true
of steel sepurators. Before the machine is started on the season's work,
it Is imperative that it be gone over
carefully to see that all Journals and
boxes are in proper shape and plentifully supplied with oil. Since the separator has so many parts which move
at a high rate of speed, and the whole
machine is subject to constant strain
and vibration while in motion, any
parts that are not perfectly solid and
ttght are almost sure to give trouble
before the season is over. The failure
of any one part will stop not only the
machine, but the entire thrashing crew
as well.
A good grade of oil should always be
used. Oil of Inferior grade will cause
more wear on the bearings and may
necessitate more frequent stopping.
Lengthening the working life of a machine as expensive as a separator by
even a few days, or the saving of only
a few hours' time by the crew, will
more than pay- the difference between
e
the cost of Inferior and
lubricating oil. A good grade of light
oil will cover the bearings which it is
Intended to lubricate more thoroughly
and quickly than will thick, heavy oil.
In hot weather thicker and heavier
oil can be used more satisfactorily than
Is possible in cold weather. A bearing
Is more likely to be continually lubricated when a small amount of oil is
applied frequently than when a large
quantity is applied at rare intervals.
If oil Is applied to a bearing while the
machine is In motion it will be quickly
and evenly distributed over the bearing surface.
-

high-grad-

Stories of phenomenal advancement
and prosperity In Western Conoda
have been told the reading public for
some years past. The stories were told
when there were hundreds of thousands of ocres of splendid land adjacent to rullwoys and projected lines,
which could be had on the payment of
a mere $10 entry fee, and under cultiAs was
vation and living conditions.
prophesied then, the day has come
when these are few. There are still
available thousands of these ; they are
some distance now from the railways.
The land Is as good as ever, but pioneering conditions will have changed.
A great many are still taking advantage of this free offer from the government. The story was told when good
lands near lines of railway could be
bought for from $8 to $10 per acre
and the prophecy made that these
prices would double In a few years, for
the Intrinsic value was far more than
that. That day has come more quickly
than expected. The Immense crops of
grain that could be raised bos brought
about the change, and the demand for
low priced lands with maximum returns has prompted the keen purchaser ns well as the owner of higher
priced land from which no greater return could be looked for. Trices of
land In Western Canada nre stHl advancing, and will continue to advance
until, of course, the limit Is reached
when returns will warrant no further
Increase. .That day Is not far distant.
But, in the meantime, there ere large
tracts of land owned by land companies and private individuals that have
not felf the advance that has been
shown In other districts. The opportunity to purchase these should not
be lost sight of. and If there are those
amongst the readers of this article,
which is authorized by the Canadian
government,
who wish cheap land,
such lands as produce from 25 to 40
bushels per acre, and will pay for
themselves outiof one year's crop, advantage should be taken of the present
opportunity.
Coming to Alberta with his family
thirteen years ago, his assets consisting of a small outfit and $20 In cash,
Mr. O. F. Malmberg has accumulated
by farming and live stock raising assets to the value of more thnn $300,-00and has o personal ixedit, worth
on demand. $100.000. He has not speculated In land, but bought only to form.
Near Blackle, Alberta, ho operates
acres of wheat land. He has just
purchased an additional 11,500 acres
near Cardston, in Southern Alberta.
His personal credit enabled him to
finance this deal In Calgary in a little
over three hours. The ranch Just purchased Is a fully equipped stock and
grain ranch. At the present time it
carries n thousand head of cattle and
several hundred horses, nnd is fully
equipped with buildings, machinery,
corrals, sheep sheds, dipping vats, etc.
That Is a story from one district. Let
us select one from á district some hundred or more miles from that.
"I'eter A. Klassen, who recently
moved to Herbert, Sask., from Kansas,
has purchased a section of prairie land
In the Hillsboro district, about 24 miles
northwest of Herbert, for which he
paid $12,000 cash. He Is erecting temporary buildings- to live In while putting the place In cultivation, and, this
summer plans to erect good buildings
on the farm and equip it for a home.
Mr. Klassen recently sold his
farm in Kansas for $15,000 and is Investing the proceeds In Cnnada."
With the proceeds of the sale of his
land in Knnsos, this farmer purchased
in Saskatchewan a piece eight times as
large as he had previously been farming, and had a balance with which to
purchase equipment, stock, etc., of
0.

e

$3,-00-

Moreover as hind In Saskatchewan may be expected to yield twice as
much grain per acre, he will be able
to produce sixteen times as much as

formerly.
The average value of farm land for
the whole of Canada, including land
improved and unimproved,
together
with dwelling houses, barns, stables
and other farm buildings, Is. approximately $44 per acre as compared with
$41 in 1916, according to the latest report of the Census and Statistics
branch at Ottawa. The average value
of land in the Prairie Provinces Is as
follows:
Manitoba

26.00
26.70

-

Alberta

It is the low prices at which land
can be obtained In Western Canada
which is rendering this country such
an Important factor In the production
of foodstuffs nt the present time. It
Is enabling men who have been farming small areas In older districts to
take up and farm with the some capital areas not only many times as great,
but which ore also capable of producing considerably larger crops to . the
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Knocking.

"Opportunity knocks at every man's
door, they say." "Yep; with an Invitation to fight."
Women are largely engnged at the
present time In the manufacture of
serums nnd vncclnes.
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Journalistic Amenities.
"Our wurt of u contemporary," says
Gen. K. M. Oberoucheff, formerly the Tazville Guzette, "claims as far
a prominent Russian comlnander, is as tlie war Is concerned to have the
urging that the allies send an armed earliest Intelligence. That Is the kind
.expedition to Russia to restore the of intelligence they always have at
east front and push back the Teutons. that office. It Is more than eurly; it
Transcript.- General Oberoucheff wus for 30 years is primltive."-r-I5)sto- n

a Russian revolutionist.

He was arrested in 1889 and again in March,
1317. After the revolution he was a
member of the Kiev executive commit?
tee, and commander of the troops in
that (the Ukraine) army district. He
resigned that post in October, 1917,
when elected by the council of pens-ant- s'
delegates as representative at the
Copenhagen conference. While he was
there the bolshevlst Insurrection closed
Russia to him.
Says the general : "It Is not only
possible, but imperative, that an international allied army be sent into Russia for the purpose of forming with
the Russian army in the east a united
front against the Teutonic armies.
"Such an army must be sent under sufficient guarantees that the purpose
Is to assist in a common enterprise and that the presence of the new army
will not be taken advantoge of by any single country for its own selfish purposes. A categorical statement is necessary In order that this step should
not be Interpreted as aggressive and should not T)e seized as propaganda
Germonophile groups of Russia to confuse the
material by the
ignorant part of the Russian population."

If you wish beautiful, clear whits
elothea, ue Red Croas Bag Blue. At all
food grocers. Adr.
HAD SEEN THEM ."AT WORK"
Tommy Had Little Need to Puzzle His
Brains Over Question Propounded
by Teacher.

Here Is a little story that was told
at a social session by Representative
Hubert D. Stephens of Mississippi, as
an Illustration that the best Industrial
results cwinot always be obtained
through team work :
Some time since, the teacher of a
public school In a country town was
Instructing a Juvenile class in mathematics when she turned to a small boy
named Tommy.
"Tommy," suld she, "if your father
con do a piece of work In six days and
your uncle Jim can do it in seven days,
how long would it take, them to do It

together?"
"About ten thousand years," was the
rather startling rejoinder of Tommy.
"Ten thousand years!' exclaimed
the teacher. "Why, Tommy, what do

GEDDES SILENCES A CRITIC
Sir Aucklnnd Geddes, minister of
national service in the British cabinet,
has come In for considerable criticism
lately because he, a young man, has
been so busy calling older men Into
service. Arthur Beecroft, who found
himself liable to be called up, complained bitterly and wrote a letter to
Sir Auckland asking why "men of forty-five
are being forced to leave all
they have to become soldiers at Is. 6d.
(37 cents) a day, while yon, a younger
man, remain In your London office, taking 10 ($50) a day of the country's
money." This letter drew a reply written by Sir Auckland's private secretary. The reply said :
"Sir Auckland Geddes desires me
to assure you that he does not get the
sum of 10 per diem, or anything approaching it. He thinks you may like
to know that he, too, has served as a
private at the rate of Is. a day ; that
he joined the army In the early days
of the war, has been in France, and Is now only in a civilian position as he Is
unfit for further active service as the result of Injuries received by him la
France. Perhaps I may add that Sir Auckland also served la the South
African war."

CANT STAND GERMAN SOCIALISM

$31.00

Saskatchewan-

ocre.

Thirty-twyears ago a freckled
faced youngster hanging around the
depot at Rlpon, Wis., asked the station
ftumd anywh, Dly Ply Kllltrftttrafe and kilt
agent for the privilege of driving the
ItlAlM. Noftt, olasvn, ornmntallootirMitmt and ehp.
delivery wagon. '
. Lawta tu
Mad
' si awUl, etn't mill r
He looked like an ambitious kid
tip stir; will mot soil
tnjara tortiilac. Guara
ffwniva. Ask fur
and the agent told him he might if he
Daisy Fly Killer
would be careful and not let the horse
oM av Mtort.
ll.M.
IF mptm.
run away. However, the agent obUhuld mmi, ih m MLS AI, MOOM YN, V.
served that the boy did his work so
well that the second week he paid htm
50 cents.
:
I
The boy's name was George C.
x
Taylor. Today Mr, Taylor is president
of the American Railway Express company, which has assumed control of all
All dnijnrliU; Soap K, Ointment a and 60, Talcum 2B,
express lines in the United States,
oampia eacn xrw oi vmm
wa, ipv a,
with headquarters in New York,
Mr. Taylor relinquishes the pres"
dency of the American Express
whose head he has been for several years. From delivery boy he advanced to station agent, to divisir,
superintendent, to district chief, to
officer, to vice president and finally t9 the presidency.
He just passed fifty
years of age, and Charles W. Htfter, Milwaukee agent of the American
Express company (no relation of President Taylor), said the new chief of
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
DiMolred In water for douches stops
the allied express companies Is a non of splendid health and robust constipelvic catarrh, ulceration and iafkun
tution.
nation. Recommended by Lydia E.
"I know Mr. Taylor very well," said Charles W. Taylor. "I have worked Pinkham
Med. Co, for ten years.
With him and I know there Is not a task in the United States that is too big
A healing wonder for naial catarrh,
for him to master. He is a man of clear vision, big heart and fine Judgment.
ore throat and aore eyes. Economical.
Hat eitnoiduury daanciai and faimicirUI powar,
Of him it can be truly said he began at the bottom of the ladder and haa
SuwU Free. 50c. all druegwu, ar poatcaid bf
climbed all the way to the top."
inarantm I ctM Company, boatnu. Mm.
The American Railway Express company has signed a contract with
Director General McAdoo of the American railroads to handle all the express
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
business of the United States.

9

Allan L. Benson,

Socialist candi-

date for president In 1916, has resigned
from the Socialist party. His resignation he describes as "a protest against
leadership that blindthe foreign-borly believes a
policy can
be made to appeal to many Ameri'
cans."
...
k
addressed to the So. In his letter
cialist local in Yonkers, to which he
has belonged for 11 years, Mr. Benson
asserts his belief that nothing worse
could happen to the world than the
triumph of German Imperialism; and
that therefore he cannot remain In a
party which places ail the belligerents
on a parity, and recently in Wisconsin
advocated the withdrawal' y 'of the
American army from Europe.
But be asserts that the Socialist
and that the
party is not
rank and file, "like the rank and file
of alt other American parties', 'Is es
sentially American and therefore ar
dently desirous of the defeat of the Central pqwers." The attitude of the
leaders who cannot get the American point
party he blames, upon foreign-bor- n
In, theaa rsen, he gaya,'U
of view. WÜ Is mistaken as
n
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you mean?"
"I meon," was the prompt response
of Tommy, "that if you put them to
work together they would sit on the
fence, smoke ana swap fish stories."
Philadelphia Evening Telegraph.
On the Link.
"Edith positively talks with her

eyes."
"And

1

suppose when she feels like
gives a cursory

swearing she just
glance."

Long Beach, Cal., forbids pnhllc
"spooning" by young persons.
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That's what is done
jn making Grape'JtS
Wfey and
food

other grains are
used with wheat.
This adds to food
value and flavor,
and the sum total

requires less wheat.
Ine malted barley

mGrape'Nuts also
heps digest other
foods.
For an economical,
nourishing
and
delicious ' food,

"try
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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE!

From

uncensored sources the com- on nubile information has re- editorial eomment on the prest- reeent message In the Frank- Zeltunf, a liberal organ with;
Jorge clreulatlon throughout the Ger- man empire. The following paragraph
appears in the translation :
"The foundation for the peace ne-- l
gotintlons hos not yet been found, but
we have approached much nearer to!
it. Wilson seeks a way out of the war
and does so in a manner not entirely!
in accord with us. We see no reason
for, exposing ourselves any longer to!
the charge of lack of clarity about onr
war alms. Germany and her alltee!
should come out openly with their!
terms. Then perhaps it will be seen!
that a continuation of the war can be
avoided and the resistance of govern- wonts to the desire for peace of their'
peoples can be overcome."

nilttee
wived
dent's
furter

That from and after

!

August 1st, 1918,

!

we will sell everything for

Conservation of Wool.
The President's national committee!
of defense has been busily sending!
out announcements to the wholesale!
dressmakers. They tell the dire tale'
that wool must be saved by this country, and they make the pertinent suggestion thnt the coming gowns shall'
not be made all of wool, notes the!
New York Times. There Is a substitute for wool, woven of what Is called
"remade wool" (they are using some!
of this In the army), and, then, there!
Is our
friend, the cotton and!
wool mlxtUEo not considered very ele-- !
gant in the past. There Is no telling!
what will be the result of all this!
looking forward, but the fact remains
that wool is going up and up and that
something most be done, not alone fot
the sake of the government, but for
the sake of poor, suffering pocket- -'
books. We may yet be dressing in
paper and spurning wool as
loned and out of date.
The pay of ennstea men aepenas on
their, grades, ratings, and length of
servlTje.
From June, 1, 1917, end continuing during the term of the war the
pay of the enlisted men Is as follows :i
Men receiving $30: All privates, the
prroy entering grnde.

CASH ONLY
Positively No GoodsOn
Credit Whatsoever

life-lon- g

'

old-faa- h

No deviation from this rule to anyone.
All Deliveries Will Be Sent Out C. 0. D.

FLOERSHEIM

Men receiving

$33:

First-clas-

vates, men promoted to act

s

priIn minor;

noncommissioned officer capacity.
Men receiving $3G: Corporals, snd-- f
dlers,. mechanics, farriers and wag-- ,
oners, and musicians of the third!

MERCANTILE

üass.

;

Men

receiving $38: All sergeant!
grades In the line, which include In-- !
iuntry, field artillery, coast artillery,!
nnd cavulry; cooks, horseshoers, bond!
corporals, and musicians of the second!

COMPANY.

class, '

New Mexico
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MR, SIMPKINS PAYS
HIS INCOME TAX
By ROBERT

McBLAIR.

íñd

lijiiT TWO (TiITd'ien,

and yet,

although their Incomes were nearly
half of his, they would pay only n
small traction of the amount Vie paid.
Be glooipHy drew the blonk nearer
and began filling In the Information
that It asked for.

As Mr. Simpklns' income was $15,000
he had to figure out the amounts payable on each of the successive smaller
Classes, of Incomes In order to arrive
He
nt the t t ;i due from himself.
passed over the first class who must
pay taxes, that Is, single men making
HIS calculation for marover 1,000.
ried men then showed up as follows
First, they pay 2 per cent, (under
the HUG low) on all income over
$4,000, deducting $200 for each of their
children under eighteen years. In Mr.
Slmpkins' case this was $212, which he
put down In the "payable" column.
He snw next that, under the 1917
law, married men pay nn additional 2
per cent, on all over $2,000 with the
isame allowance for cniwren. xnis
to ins payaoie coiumu.
added
He then observed that for every
$2,500 Jump In his Income over $5,000
he had to pay a Surtax, the percentage
growing larger with each Jump. This
was $250 more added to his burden.
And on top of all this came an "Excess Profits" tax of 8 per cent, on all
"occupation" Income over $6,000, making $720 more.
The total, then, he most pay was four
dollars.
teen hundred and thirty-fou- r
"Whewt" exclaimed Mr. Simpklns
angrily. "There's young Henry Wllklns, who married Jake Johnson's girl,
he maltes $2,000 and he doesn't pay a
cent, of taxes. I guess this Is his war
as well as mine!"
Thinking of young Henry Wllklns,
he remembered that Mrs. Wllklns went
every afternoon to. make bandages for
the Red Cross snd that Henry, who
was a lawyer, was aiding the Iocat
Draft Board with Its questionnaires.
"Well," he admitted to himself,
difference."
rha make
I

Mr. Slmpkins gazed at the portrait
on the wall till his eyes filled with
tears. It was a portrait of his fathci.
Colonel Slmpkins, who had four times
been promoted for valor during the
Civil War and had filed bravely on the
field of action. Mr. Slmpkins' throat
ached now for two rensons: First, he
reverenced and adored the memory of
his father; secondly, his age and h:s
eyes and his game leg wouldn't let him
o to wr.r himself. And as he observed
the martial bearing and uncompromising gaze of Colonel Slmpkins he saw,
In imagination, the khaki clad lads of
the new generation marching forth and
crossing three thousand miles of Bea to
tight, maybe die, for liberty.
Mr. Slmpkins peered around to make
are that neither Bess nor John (who

were at the teasing ages of sixteen
and seventeen) were where they could
see him, then he straightened and
threw his right arm up for a salute.
But his gouty shoulder twinged, and he
groaned. He couldn't even salute,
"Damn I" said Mr. Slmpkins, and
With his other hand fiercely twirled his
white mustachios.
He turned and limped Into the library and sat down creaklly before the
mahogany desk on which were lying
the blanks for his income tax statement, blanks which he had rather
grumpily got from the Internal Revenue officer only tbst day after luncheon on his way home from the club.
Mr. Slmpkins' Income for 1917 had
amounted to just about $15,000, and he
had been rather snappy on the object of taxes ever since fee had
red that dm mere tocón a maa fcaa
he crater te percentage f R he
ffiajs to tuca He tould think el aat
era men who. like himself, were mar

toit

:

Hf thought oov f

Jwto

House".

One-Pric- e

WlUawh

by, whose Tñcohié 'wiis about 5.1,000.
"He only pays $20," commented Mr.
Slmpkins, not quite so angrily this
time; and then s thought struck him
and he sat up rigidly in his chair.
Judge Wllloughby'i son bad been
drowned on the Tuscanla when it was
submarined with the loss of two hundred soldiers.
"Judge Wllloughby gave his son to
America," muttered Mr. Slmpkins.
He leaned forward suddenly und put
his face In his hands.
For a long time Mr. Simpklns sat
very still in that position. There was
no sound in the library except the
ticking of the tall clock and an occasional trill of laughter from the children skylarking upstairs. The square
of light on the carpet gradually withdrew Itself through the window, and
first twilight and then darkness settled
in about the quiet, white haired, sometimes Irascible old man.
Mr. Simpklns was thinking things
which he would never afterward speak
of, he was thinking things that were
too sacred ever to be put into words.
But some Inkling of his thoughts may
be found in his rejoinder to Mrs.
Simpklns when that placid lady came
In and turned on the lights, and asked
him whether he was ready for dinner.
"Judge wyioughby's only son was
worth as much as fourteen hundred
dollars, wasn't her
and thirty-fou- r
Mr. Simpklns demanded of her.
As his wife, who was not unused to
his superficial irritations, watched bias
Mr. Stmpkiaa
in mild astonishment,
limped out to the hall and took Ids
cans
old felt hat and
from the bat rack. Letting himself out
Into the foggy evening, be tapped his
way down to the corner, and mailed his
Income tsx statement and check with
his own hanua,
"Now, God be thanked," said Mr.
Simpklns as the lid clanked shut over
bis missive. "I ran do ttoisj much for
my country, anyhow."
silver-heade-

d
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No commodities may now be exported from the United States nor Imported, without license.
According to a
statement by the war trade board the
military and tonnage situations have
made increasingly apparent the necessity of Instituting a complete and thor
control of all exports and
imports.
Licenses for the export or Import of
coin, bullion, currency, evidences of
debt of ownership of property and
transfers of credit will be issued by
the treasury department; licenses for
all other exports and imports, Including merchandise, bunkers, ships' supplies, etc., will be Issued by jhe war
trade board.
ough-golu-

The director of athletics at one army
camp has arranged a progrum as a
means of determining the relutlve athletic caliber of the companies In the division. Kncli mun is required to puss
In eight of the following tests to obtain
a positive mark for his unit:
Jump S feet from a standing position; chin 10 times; clear a bar at 4
feet 2 inches; throw a
shot
88 feet ; climb a
rope in. 15 seconds ; dash 50 yards In T seconds ; run
a mile in 6 minutes; lift a
weight over the head with one hand ;
sit up from a supine position with a
weight suspended from the
back of the bead.
20-fo-

geants.
All enlisted

!

Men receiving $44 : Sergeants qf the!
various corps of the engineers, ord-- i
nance, signal corps, quartermaster!
corps, and medical department; band!
sergeants and musicians of the first!
!
class.
Men receiving $48: Battalion ser-- ';
geant majors, squadron sergeant mn- Jors, sergeant majors (junior grade).;
sergeant buglers, master gunners, and;
í
Cr,alc in thi Suez.
assistant band IpikIpi-- nf thp line
before the construction of tno Sue? N Men rppplvlnc v . n....;, ill... .....
mk!
eunul, completed in 1S09, there W nc
geant majors, regimental supply ser-- ;
direct water communication between
geants, sergeant
majors (senior;
t;.e Mediterranean and the Hod sea
grnde), quartermaster sergeants of the;
but at various eras such commur.ica
quartermaster corps, ordnance ser--;
(ion existed by way of the lyverNIlt
geants, first sergeants, electrician seW;
From un Insert ntlou en the tempi.' a
geants of the first class, assistant en:
itarnnk it vould appear that n cuna',
gineers nnd battalion sergeant majors;
joining the Kile and the lied sea, exand battalion supply sergeunts of the;
isted at the time of Setl L, 1380 B, C. engineers,
..
"l.1;
Nile
the
neat
diverged
from
This canal
Men receiving $56 1 Sergeants, first;
Buhust's p:h' was curried along 'hi fflaSS. Of thp mprtlpal ilannrttnant
fertile WndJ Turailat to a port at the i Men receiving
$7Ji Hospital
bead of the cpnnse of water known
oí xue j
ppgweers
uiusiejf
today i s the Hitter lake, now forming
gruue, ana engineers:
as
T J
part of the Suez canal route. The
Men récelvlng $81
'Qqnrtcrmastej;
channel of this canal is still traceable
;sergeant3 b the' tóSoí jprádo'Sf tW
In parts of the Wadl Tumilut.
Othei
quartermasfeí íÓrrjsV hand lekieñi
t.annl connecting the Nile nnd the mastetf m VI kwMplnn
fonstCií
r .
. !
tied sea were built in ancient times.

men, while on detach-

ed duty not In the field where there
are no army quarters available, receive In addition to their pay $15 per
month to cover the expense of housing and also a suitable allowance for
subsistence and for heat and light.
An enlisted man In active service
has no necessary personal expenses exUnicept for bnrber and laundry.
forms, underclothing, shoes, bats, quarters, medical attendance, and subsistence are supplied them at government
expense.
Such material as tobacco.
postage. ootffeedatefy,aad; iadtdeatiris'
of individual taste may be purchased
at the ta- - "change at cost
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electricians,
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To The Public
Owing to war conditions
I find it necessary to put my

business on a CASH BASIS.
After August 1st, do not ask
for credit.
Pay as you go! If you cant pay, dont go.
Yours Respectfully,

M. D. GIBBS,

Prop'r

Fairview Pharmacy,
The Roy Drug Store.
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